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WASHINGTON ( AP) - The steepest
drop in farm prices in 18 months drove
wholesale prices down one-tenth of a
per cent during August, the gover-
nment said today. The report showed a
further easing of inflation.
The Labor Department said prices of
agricultural products fell 2.9 per cent
during the month, the fifth price decline
this year and the largest since a 4 per
cent drop in February, 1975.
The new declines should mean lower
suPerinartet prices ttir the Consumer,
since at least part of the food price
decreases at the farm level usually are
passed along to the retail level within a
relatively short period of time.
Prices declined sharply at the
wholesale level for grain, hogs, cotton
and oil seeds, the agency said. Partially
offsetting the decreases were higher
prices for poultry, cattle, eggs and
coffee.
Processed foods and feeds declined
2.9 per cent, the sharpest drop in this
category since a 4.5 per cent drop in
September, 1973.
The price trend has been a positive
development in the economy for the
Ford administration. Price increases
have been running only about half of
what they were a year earlier.
The wholesale price decline of one-
tenth of a per cent in August compared
with an increase of three-tenths of a per
30 To 35 Resigning
cent in July and was the first decline
since February when wholesale prices
fell four-tenths of a per cent.
The Labor Department said
wholesale prices increased 4 per cent
during the 12 months ending in August,
which reflects a continuing slowdown in
the rate of inflation in the economy.
Wholesale prices increased 5.6 per cent
during the 12-month period ending in
August, 1975.
The department said the wholesale
prise- index a. August stood .at 183.7„.
meaning that goods which 'cost 8100 at
the wholesale level in 1967 cost $183.70
last month.
On the negative side for consumers
was a seven-tenths of a per cent in-
crease in prices of industrial corn-
modities, led, by price advances for
wood products, fuels, rubber, plastic
products and transportation equip-
ment.
Economists usually are more con-
cerned about price trends for industrial
Commodities as an indication of the
underlying inflationary pressures in the
economy, since they are less volatile
than farm prices.
Industrial commodities prices also
increased seven-tenths of a per cent in
July.
Prices of consumer-finished goods at
the wholesale level dropped four-tenths
of a per cent.
WKC Officials Quit
Because Of Pay Scale
. HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - About
30 to 35 Western Kentucky Conference
high school football officials say they
are quitting because of new stan-
dardized fees paid to officials.
Murray High School officials
received confirmation this morning
that four regular WKC officials have
been assigned to the Murray High-
Reidland game here Friday.
"Four outstanding Western Kentucky
Conference officials have been
assigned to our game," MHS coach
John Hina said today. Hina said that the
four assigned to the Tiger-Greyhound
game are not among the group of of-
ficials who have resigned over the pay
dispute. i
In a meeting Wednesday here, only
about eight officials said they will
continue to officiate games. Some 20
WKC officials did not attend the
meeting.
WKC President Bud Quell of Prin-
ceton said "we hope we're not
penalizing the kids, but why should we
be penalized. We feel it's the ( Kentucky
High School Athletic Association's)
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy this afternoon, low in
the low 60s. Partly cloudy with slight
chance of showers Friday, high in the
mid 70s. Saturday cloudy with chance
of showers.
I.
Board of Control that's penalizing
them."
The KHSAA, after a poll of school
principals, set the fee at 825 per game
plus mileage on the basis of that
traveled by the member of the of-
ficiating crew who drives the farthest to
the game.
In most areas of the state, the pay for
officiating was raised from $20 to $25
and .the increase wasn't offset by the
cut in mileage payments.
The WKC, however, already had been
paying $25 a game, so the officials had
to take a rut.
Quehl said it wasn't the money that
angered officials in the area between
Bowling Green and Paducah as much
as the KHSAA's delay in announcing
the standardization of fees until Aug.
19. The, original decision was made
sometime in May, he said.
Despite the mass resignatons, league
Commissioner Joe Russell said "there
will be football in the WKC this
weekend. We've still got a few officials
left and will be contacting those that
were not at the meeting.-
Bill Wise, assistant KliSAA com-
missioner, said officials will be moved
in from other parts of the state to of-
ficiate games.
'"rhe games will go on as planned,"
Wise said. "We have a little surplus of
officials in the Louisville, Lexington
and Elizabethtown areas, so we can do
It.,,
•
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY--The Murray High School MHS football team takes on Reidland High School, in
Tiger Band begins its 50th year tomorrow night as the the grid opener here. 4 rt. co* Stwee P44040
MHS Band To Open 50th Season This Friday
The Murray High School Band begins
its 50th year Friday night at the Murray
High-Reidland football game at
Holland Stadium.
The largest band in the history of the
Jackson Purchase, 173 members, will
be fielded as the band begijis its Golden
Anniversary year. —
Band Director Joe Sills said the band
will present its competition show,
which will undergo some changes from
week to week, as additions and
deletions are made to enhance the
overall effect. The drills for the 1976
season are more drum corps oriented
than ever before, most evident in the
style of step that is utilized, Sills said.
In past years, a high knee step has -
been the prithary style used by the
band, with variations of militai y stride
and drum corps glide included. "We are
constantly reevaluating our program
and attempt to be as up-to-date in our
methods as possible; the glide step
enables students to march and play
better because there is a minimum of
motion of the head, compared to a high-
step," Sills said.
"More and more there is an emphasis
em musicianship and playing ability in
Deadline Nearing
For Election Here
September 7 is the deadline for
candidates for three county school
board offices to file for the November
general election, according to County
Court Clerk Marvin Harris.
Lubie Parrish, incumbent school
board member from the fourth district,
is the only candidate who has filed his
election papers so far, according to
Harris.
Other seatliadja for election are the
second distrid, now represented by Bill
Stubblefield, and the fifth, now




Spectators enjoy viewing the artists' skills on display at the Kenlaite Arts & (raft'-fectiv al I his year's festival will be
held from 10:00 a.m. until dusk this Saturday arid Sunday at kentake State Park.
today's marching bands," he con-
tinued. "We do include some of the
military stride and high knee steps for
variety and emphasis."
The color guard has been increased to
24 flags and seven rifles, and plays an
increasingly important role in the total
presentation, Sills said. These units are
under the direction of James Light,
assisted by captains Kathy Fenton and
Linda Perrin.
The majorettes are under the
direction of captain Julie Ckitland and
'he field commanders are Pat Haggett
and Tammy Parker, who are returning
as a team for their second year.
Music in the drills are special
arrangements of "Crown Imperial,"
"If," -Slaughter on 10th Avenue,"
"Cathedral Chorus," and The Way We
Were," which features band president
and trumpet section leader Terri
McConnell.
This will be the band's most active
season, Sills said. They will perform at
most of the Murray High ballgarnes,
and will be a Murray State University
honor band and will perform at half-
time at the MSU-Delta State game on
Saturday, Sept. 11. This is the fourth
consecutive year for the band as an
hohaqand.
Festivlarand contest competitions
will include-Sept. 25, KMEA regional
band festival at Murray State; Oct. 2,
the Owensboro Invitational Band
Contest; Oct. 16, the Contest of
Champions at Middle Tennessee; Oct.
23, the Memphis State Invitational; and
Oct. 30, the Festival of Champions at
Murray State.
"We are highly optimistic about this
year's band," Sills said. "Each year,
the band seems to be more cooperative
and more dedicated as well as being
better musicians. Stadent leadership
over the past few years has bees the
one outstanding factor Viet has con-
tributed greatly to the band's success.
We have gotten off to our best start ever
and are looking forward to a fine year,"
he concluded.
First Of Three Carter-Ford
Debates Slated September 23
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - Stay tuned
for the Great Debates, starring ( in
alphabetical order) Jimmy Carter and
Gerald Ford, and billed as the political
spectacle of the decade.
Democratic presidential nominee
Carter and Republican candidate Ford
agreed Wednesday to meet for three
nationally televised debates, with the
first live confrontation scheduled for
Sept. 23, a Thursday.
The debates will be the first between
presidential candidates since the
clashes between John F. Kennedy and
Richard M. Nixon in 1960.
Negotiators for the two candidates
reached agreement on the format for
the debates after an all-day meeting
Wednesday with representatives of the
League of Women Voters, which will
sponsor the debates.
In addition to the trio of debates in-
volving the presidential candidates, an
unprecedented debate between the two
vice presidential.. Candidates,
Republican Sen. Bob Dole and
Democratic Sen. Walter Mondale, will
be slipped in after the second Carter-
Ford meeting.
The topic for the first Ford-Carter
debate will be economic and domestic
issues. The second debate topic will be
defense and foreign policy and the final -
meeting will be open to any subject.
Both Ford and Carter hailed the
agreement.
"I believe the American people will
be the winners," Ford said.
The President earlier had spent part
of the day arguing for increased
defense spending and a strong U.S.
military posture overseas in a speech
before a National Guard group.
Then, meeting with reporters at a
hastily called news conference on the
REACT Group To
Present Program
The Tri-County REACT Group will
meet with the Murray City Council
members, Police officers, and other
interested persons tonight (Thursday)
at 7:30 p.m. at the Council Room of the
Murray City Hall.
This group monitors the emergency
channel nine on the Citizens Band radio
in order to be able to assist persons in
case of an emergency.
White House lawn, Ford said debates
"are very important" and will give
voters "an honest picture of the can-
didates."
Meanwhile, Carter said at his home
in Plains, Ga., that the debates will not
make or break either candidate unless
one of them "failed miserably."
He added: "I think I can hold my
own. I do intend to be aggressive and to
draw as sharp a comparison as I can
between President Ford and myself
and our ability to lead this country."
Carter indicated that the Ford
negotiators had given way on nearly
every point that Carter stressed. Carter
had wanted the first debate topic to be
the economy and domestic affairs,
which it will be, and not foreign policy,
which Ford had wanted. And the debate
will take place somewhere other than
Washington, also as Carter had sought.
While the final details of the debates
are to be decided later by the League of
Women Voters, Rita Hauser of the
league's organizing panel said the
initial meeting will be a 90-minute
session at a yet undetermined site.
Meanwhile, Carter spokesman Rex
Granum said the candidate will sell his
stock holdings if elected president but
Pep Rally Set
At MSU Friday
A pep rally to kick off the football
season at Murray State University has
been scheduled at 7 p.m. Friday on the
street between Winslow Cafeteria and
Hart Hall in the residence hall complex.
Sponsored by the varsity
cheerleaders, the pep rally is open to
townspeople, as well as students,
faculty, and staff. The Racers open the
season against Southeast Missouri at
7:30 p.m. on Saturday in Roy Stewart
Stadium.
Head football coach Bill Furgerson,
his staff, and members of the football
team will be on hand for the pep rally.
Furgerson will make a few remarks
about the team and its opponent in the
first outing.
Various campus organizations will be
competing during the pep rally for
special awards for the most spirit.
A band will provide music for a
concert-dance following the pep rally.
has not decided what to do about his
Georgia peanut business or farms.
Carter made public his 1975 federal
income tax returns Wednesday,
showing he paid $17,484 in taxes on a
total income of $136,138.
He also issued a financial balance
sheet showing that at the end of 1975 his
net worth was $811,982, including assets
of 6819,267 and liabilities of 17.285.
According to the financial statement,
the Carter holdings included $348,444,
representing the estimated market
value of his 91 per cent ownership of
Carter Farms Inc., and $330,062.49,
representing his interest in the part-
nership that runs Carter's Warehouse,
the family peanut business.
Ford issued a statement early in the
year showing his net worth as of last
year to be $323,489.
Dole spent Wednesday stomping the
red clay of Carter's home state in
search of votes, telling the Georgia
GOP Central Committee that the




The salaries of all faculty and staff,
members at Murray State University
have been inserted into the minutes of
the Board of Regents as directed by the
board at its May meeting.
Persons interested in obtaining a
copy of the plary schedule should
contact Kai pencer, _assistant to the













Classifirds 11, 12, 13
Deaths & FuneraLs 14
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Cherrapungi, India has an average annual downpour of




























THEY WERE NOT FORGOTTEN BY HISTORY
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... foretaste of HELL! 1-1
AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PCT't
Plus "BIGFOOT"
Wedding Planned
Miss Cheryl Dean Jackson
and Larry Thomas Bolen
Mr. and Mrs. Joel D. Jackson of Route One Almo announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their eldest
daughter, Cheryl Dean, to Larry Thomas Bolen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Cathey and the late Toy Bolen of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Jackson of Almo and Mrs. Bessie Baker of Coldwater.
Mr. Bolen is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Poyner of
Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High
School and attended Murray State University. She is presently
employed at the Bank of Murray.
Mr. Bolen is employed at Electric Utilities Construction Inc.
He is a graduate of Murray High School and also attended
Murray State University.
The double ring ceremony will be solemnized Saturday, Oc-
tober 16, at seven p.m. at the Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church. The reception will immediately follow in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Only out-of-town invitations will be sent. All friends and




Two Trips Taken By
The Hardin Group
The Hardin Senior Citizens
recently made.two special bus
trips, according to Thelma
Nanney, director.
Taking a tour of the Ozarks
to attend the Country Music
Show at Osage, Mo., on
Saturday, August 21, were
Raymond and Onie Byers,




,Hiett, Evelyn Ross, Della and
Harley Collins, Cecil and
-Regina Lovett, Willie
Newport, Bessie Trevathan,
Walter and Elaine Lewan-
dowski, David and Thelma
Nanney, Berne Starks, Lois
Black, Nell Houser, Hazel




Vinson, Arthur and Gladys
Goheen, Charlie and Kitty
Lovett, Pete Gardner, and
John Barnett.
Attending Senior Citizens
Day at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville, on Thursday,
August 26, were Evelyn Ross,
Lorene Draffen, Ted and Ruth
Buckley, Della and Harley
Collins, Evelyn Henderson,
Ola Clayton, Raymond and
Onie Byers, Nell Houser,
Hazel Trees, Kate Gardner,
Vera Warren, Pete Gardner,
Berne Starks, Lois Black,
Pansy Miller, Pansy Elkins,
Ophie Tucker, Cletus
Copeland, Willie Mae Dun-
nigan, Evaline York, Rena
Henson, Rena Brown, Mayon
Garfield, and Thelma Nanney.
The Hardin group Cooked
supper for the Optimist Club
on Monday, August 30. The
regular potluck for the group
is September 2 at six p.m.
Other coming events include
the Country Music Show on
Saturday, September 4, at
eight p.m., the serving of the
PROVOLONE CHEESE
Wouldn't a smoky twist with
a green salad go well with
some of your barbecue
favorites'' It's easy to add
some julienne strips of
Provolone cheese to a salad of
several kinds of lettuce with
escarole, endive and water-
cress Serve with your
favorite sour cream dressing.
4,1
country ham breakfast on
Saturday, September 11, from
six to ten a.m., and a trip to
Lake Malone on Sunday,
September 12.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
House plans for brand new
home or changes in old houses
begin with two equally im
portant considerations — the
family and the building site.
Families may require the
greatest amount of research
and time and effort. Each is
an entity all its own, as is each
member of the family. Family
size, age, health, and
resources are all variables
that influence housing
selection. — Juanita Amonett,
Paducah.
++ +
You can use two lemons and
two trays of ice cubes to clean
your garbage disposal. Cut
lemons into eighths, put them
down the disposal with the ice
cubes on top of them. Then
turn on the cold water and
operate your disposal until
everything is gone. The
lemons help clean the blades
and get rid of odors. The ice
makes the grease thicken so it
can be chopped and flushed
out. — Pat Curtsinger, Ben-
ton.
+++ •
Your home reflects the
interests and personalities of
everyone who lives there. So
to make the most of each
room, work out your furniture
arrangements with family
members and family ac-
tivities in mind. Ask yourself
these questions as you study
each room: What do we do
here now? Is there something
else we'd rather use this room
for? Could we make it more
inviting by adding some
furniture, taking some away,
or moving some activity to
another room? What might
the children enjoy doing here?
What are their interests? How
much entertaining do we do?
Hot much space is available?
Whit furniture do I have to
work with? — Mildred Potts,
LaCenter.
Do you know Cancer's seven
danger signals? They are: -
change in bowel or bladder
habits, -unusual bleeding or
discharge, a sore that • does
not heal, -indigestion or dif-
ficulty in swallowing, -obvious
change in wart or mole, -
nagging cough or hoarseness,
-thickening or lump in breast
or elsewhere. Half of the
cancers start in parts of the
body that can be examined
easily by a physician during
an ordinary office visit.
Earlier diagnosis and prom 
treatment could save the life





New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:




read the newspaper galleys of
his own obituary. When next
he finds himself alone,
powerless, and consumed with
pain in a hospital recovery
room, the reader is driven to
discover who this desperate
man really is.
FINDING. MY FATHER, by
Rod McKuen. Coward.
One of America's most read
poets writes a personal ac-
count of his lifelong search for
the father he never knew.
HAWTHORN HILL, by
Doris Shannon. St. Martin's
Press.
Moving from the pastoral
life of the English countryside
to the bloody violence of the
French Revolution, the author
fashions a panoramic
romance of suspense and
heroism. .
THE LORMES OF CASTLE
RISING, by Fanny Cradock.
Dutton.
Life at Castle Rising is
lavish, replete with love af-
fairs, banquets, scandals,
balls and tragedies in this first
book of a trilogy that charts




CILING, by Adele Bishop.
Viking.
By substituting clear
acetate for more conventional
stencil materials, and by
using fast-drying japan paint,
the authors have found it
possible to create superb
design effects with ease.
ASH, by David Walker.
Houghton.
Ash  at last finds some
EXTENSION CORDS ARE
CONVENIENT, IF USED
SAFELY. If the cord has a
three-prong grounding plug, it
must be used in a three-holed
grounded receptacle. If only a
two-hole receptacle is
available, use an adapter with
a green grounding pigtail
wire, which fastens to the
screw holding the receptacle
face plate. Note: The
receptacle must be grounded
when using this adapter.
Don't cut off the round
grounding pin on a three-
prong grounding plug to make
it fit a two-hole receptacle.
You'll be removing a major
safeguard against dangerous
electrical shock, should some
trouble develop within the
connected piece of electrical






















S. 12th Bel-Air Decor 753-3642
U
meaning in what he calls his
botched-up life—he finds it in
Lorna just as he finds it in
writing a novel.
CHILDREN OF DUNE, by
Frank Herbert. Putnam.
Iri this final segment of a
science-fiction trilogy, the
author returns to Arrakis and
chronicles the next step in the













chestnuts make a delightful ad-
dition.
14 tablespoons olive oil
1 medium onion, thinly
sliced
1 clove garlic, minced
1 pound lentils (2 and
1-3rd cups), rinsed
1 quart water
2 cups stock or consomme
8-ounce can tomato sauce
1 bay leaf
2 whole cloves
2 tablespoons minced celery
leaves
8 frankfurters, cut In
1-inch lengths
Salt and pepper to taste
In a large saucepot in the hot
oil gently cook the onion and
garlic until onion wilts. Add the
remaining ingredients except
the frankfurters and salt and
pepper. Bring to a boil; sim-
mer, covered, until tender — 30
to 45 minutes. Add frank-
furters; sinuner 10 to 15 min-
utes longer; add salt and
pepper. Makes 6 servings
4- ititum 41- ToidA4Acrk2JL Pu4rovou3iu1)" Q
Labor Day SELLOUT.
All must go... all priced
FAR BELOW OUR COST!
Summer Sportswear
cc). •Shorts • Tops •Skirts




Sin gel), priced at $3.00 Each
Open Nights till 9•Sunday 12:30-5:30•Lobor Day 10 to 6
Summer Dresses
•Jacket Dresses •Skirt Sets
•.1-Piece Dresses • Long Dresses
•Jumpsuits • Pantsuits
Our Entire Summer Stock
Reg. 22.99 to 44.00
5 • $7 • $9...Central Shopping Center. . .
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A Story Hour was conducted each Friday morning
during the summer months at the Ellis Community Cen-
ter. Some of the children attending one of the sessions
are, left to right, front row, Valerie Barrett, Susan Jones,
Donna Tefft, back row, Allen Dunn, B. Yungmin Yoo,
Jimmy Spradling, and Eric Barrett. The Story Hours were
under the direction of Mrs. Gerry Reed, staff member of
the Calloway County Public Library.
Linda Burris, baton twirler, and Carol Beaman, who
plays the clarinet, presented a program at one of the
Story Hours held at the Calloway County Public Library.
Visiting with the girls after the program are Amanda and
Della Flaherty. Linda is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Burris and Carol is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Beaman.





- Baby Girl Bryan (mother
Patricia A.), 101',2 Clark,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ann Reynolds, Murray
Manor Apts. H-4, Murray,
Mrs. Sara A. Ford and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Box 394, Pans, Tn.,
Mrs. Marilyn J. Walker and
Baby Girl, 201 S. 3rd., Murray,
Miss Tern M. Thompson, Gen.
• Del., Murray, Cecil L. Davis,
Rt. 1, Dukedom, Tn., Miss
Kathy L. Fulton, 1300 Peggy
Ann Dr., Murray, Gene L.
Purcell, Rt. 4, Box 201,
Murray, Mrs. Alma L.
Crouch, P. 0. Box 452, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Barbara L. Teasley,
314 Aspen St., Calvert City,
Claudie B. Venable, Rt. 1,
Murray, Lincoln F. Bradley,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Marie G.
Oglesby, 1604 Calloway,
Murray, Jesse W. Jines, Rt. 1,
New Concord, Mrs. Vadie E.
Parker, Box 143, Sedalia,
William M. Gafford, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Christine Briscoe ( expired),






Julian C. Jurdaz1.- Rt- 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Helen
Hounshell, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Suzanne M. Trimble and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Ted M.
Crider, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Belinda C. Owens and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Sandra K. Little, Gen. Del.,
Hazel, Billy R. Mayfield, 600
Broad St., Murray, Mrs.
Hortense A. Cunningham, 205
Pruce, Murray, Mrs. Emma
M. Blagg, FertfTerrace Ldg.,
Murray, Lon O'Bryan, liar-
din, Euel Lockhart, 601 Pine,
Murray, Richard D.
Smitherman, Rt. 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Muria P. Brandon, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Mary A.
Christensen, 513 Beal,
Murray, Mrs. Mavis Kirks,
306 N. 5th., Murray, Mrs.
Alma V. Lee, Box 45, Dexter.
PERSONALS 
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Donnie Hargrove of Dexter
Route One has been dismissed
from the Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He sustained ilk
juries when hit by a critr
several weeks ago
Plans Dance
The Murray Country Club
will hold its annual Football
Kickoff Dance after the
Murray State Racer game
with Southeast Missouri,
Saturday, September 4.
Music will be provided by
Ronnie Payne and a variety of
hits, new and old, will be
played. Food will be served
and admission will be 65.00 per
couple.
Members may bring local
and out of town guests.
cf, I he
i"iger Tim, University Women's Society
eieoltte Plans Events For The Year
Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1/71
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr. 20)
Important now: common
sense, logical analysis and calm
appraisal of all situations. Job
and financial matters highly
favored, but take no risks.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 6°W'
Don't make snap decisions
and don't expect the "worst" —
a tendency now. No matter how
difficult your tasks, you can do
abetter job than you may think.
GEM/NI
(May23 to June 21)
Mercury influences stimulate
your ambitions and incentives.
This is no time for worry or
doubt. You can accomplish a
great deal if making the best
use of your talents.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) e
Your innate self-reliance and
your ability to come back
stronger after meeting and
besting challenges will serve
riyee.well now.- Titbit and judge
with tolerance.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) afigt
LEO
This itir time for review — to
find misking links, details
hidden to the casual eye, to
change a course which is ob-
viously leading to a dead end.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to rept. n)
Not too much pla..etary help,
but an alert person like yourself
can always manipulate an "off "
day into one that's both in-
teresting and satisfying — often
in an unexpected manner.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Ari
The strong-minded must
make doubly sure they are right
before acting, lest they carry
others down the wrong road.
The usually well-balanced
Libran should keep this in mind.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt.eltf•
Consider all propositions and
suggestions offered, but do not
"ro
be inveigled into anything that's




( Nov. 73 to Dec. 21 )er440
Do not Jeopardize a dandy
opportunity to stabilise your
REAL interests now and DO by-
pass nonessentials. Have a try
at an eye-catching new method.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) xi a
Considering this day's fine
stellar influences, you should
easily be able to produce top-
notch results, increase tweets,
reanimate ambitions.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Under day's favorable
aspects, you can win new
laurels by capitalizing on your
fine Imagination and by pooling
ideas with those who share your
enthusiasms.
PISCVi
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Avoid restlessness, regrets
over past errors, apprehension.
These could all interfere with
your progress. Step firmly, but
also lightly and tactfully.
=,s4
YOU BORN TODAY are
noted for devotion to duty and a
sense of responsibility. You are
Intellectually inclined, a serious
thinker and often identified with
"causes" to better the lot of
manldnd. The well-developed
Virgoan will be a mainstay in
family and community;
through his gifts for
statesmanship and diplomacy,
may even become a sturdy
pillar on the national scene.
Creative and imaginative as
well as practical, there are
many fields in which you could
succeed, but you would
probably be happiest as a
teacher, or writer. You have
keen critical faculties and
would make an outstanding
drama or literary critic.
Science and the law are also
suited to your talents. You
would probably prefer art as a
hobby rather than a vocation.













current president of the
Murray State University
Women's Society opened her
home for a coffee and plan-
ning session for the current
year.
The officers andsorrunittee
chairmen of the organization
were invited to the lovely
home on South Sixteenth
Street to socialize and ex-
change ideas for what
promises to be an interesting
and exciting year.
The Murray State
University Women's Society is
a means for University
women s)f varied interests to
meet socially. Membership is
open to active and retired
faculty and staff and to wives
or widows of faculty and staff.
Several festive events to
which all int....4,ers are invited
are pliMned.
In addition, the society will
again sponsor such special
interest groups as: Bridge,
Gourmet, Physical Fitness
and Crafts. These groups will




especially invited to join.
All faculty and staff and
wives of faculty and staff
ar
arriving on the campus this
year are cordially invited to
coffee at the home of Mrs.
Howard Keller, 1702 Audubon
Drive, at ten o'clock in the
morning on September II.
Along with Mrs. Keller,
secretary, other hostesses fat
this event are Mrs. Bennett,
president and Ellen Spencer,
vice-president and Virginip
Strohecker, Treasurer. They
will be assisted by conunittep
chairmen. ...
:.
At this welcoming coffetf,
more will be told about Chi






You'll simply adore the new wool coats
— from Bright's..your store of young
fashions. Browse through the super
collection of wool coats in the new styles
that juniors want most. Select from pant
coat and regular length styles in wanted
fashion colors to top off any outfit.
Hurry in today and make your best fashion
move of the season at Bright's. Junior







The newest looks in
sensational new fall
dresses really come alive at
Bright's on the Court Square. Browse
through the superb collection of the
newest styles in all of the wanted
autumn colors. you'll be glad
you did. After all. fashion begins
at Brights! Moderately priced
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Parents Upset About
iHer Male Roommate
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My daughter was recently transferred 
to
a large city where the crime rate is very high. 
She is 29,
unmarried and self-supporting, and she has always ha
d
very high moral standards. She told us that she woul
d try
to find a roommate to share expenses.
She telephoned us last -Stmday to say she'd found a 
very
nice GENTLEMAN who is now her roommate!
 She
assured us that she rented a two-bedroom apartment
, that
everything was on the up and up and that there was 
no
romantic interest whatsoever! She explained that a ma
le in
the apartment is much better protection in a big city
 than
another girl is. He is 33, single, of course, and an assi
stant
coach at a high school.
Abby, I believe our daughter and trust her. When I -t
old
her father, he said maybe it will be "innocent" for a 
while,
but not for long. Also, when people find out she's l
iving
with a man, her reputation will suffer. What do you think
?
OLD-FASHIONED PARENT
DEAR OLD-FASHIONED: A self-supporting 29-year
-
old woman is old enough to select her own lifestyle, 
and I
think her reasons for preferring to share an apartment 
with
a man are valid.
As for her reputation "suffering": It won't suffer 
among
those who really know her, and that's what counts.
DEAR ABBY: My husband has this friend who 
is
always dropping in around suppertime. Of course we 
have
to ask him to stay for supper, but that's not the half
 of it.
He sits around until 1:00 or 2:00 in the morning.
We've had to change our plans because of 
his
unexpected visits. Sometimes he even brings his girlfrien
d
along.
We have hinted that he should please let us know wh
en
he's coming, but it hasn't done any good. What 
should we
do? We don't want to hurt his feelings, as he's a
 very
sensitive man.
NEEDS HELP IN OHIO
DEAR NEEDS: Sensitive? No way! Quit hinti
ng.
That's like using a BB gun when you need a cannon. 
Tell
him what you told me. And if you don't get him to re
spect
your wishes, you deserve the inconvenience he's ca
using
you.
DEAR ABBY: The person who complained about our
rising postal rates should count his blessings. Let's 
make
some comparisons:
A first class letter costs 180 to mail in Britain, 170 
in
. Japan, 184 in France, 19E in Germany and 23i in Sw
eden!
In the U.S.A. for lat pima the price of a greeting card,
- you can:
: Warm a heart, hold a hand, lend an ear, tickle
 a
funnybone, dry an eye, surprise a child, woo a sweetheart
,
. toast a bride, welcome a stranger, wave goodbye,
 shout
.- bravo and even start a tradition. .
'. Why dwell on how much things cost? Instead,
 be
grateful for how much can be done for so little!
I Buck up, WOONSOCKET, buck up!
JEANNETT'ELEE: K.G., MO.
DEAR JEANNETTE: Thanks for a dandy day-bright-
ener.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,-
sendSI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
















Tennis Awards Banquet will
be at the club house at six p.m.
The meal will be potluck.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.
North Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will meet at
seven p.m. at the school. All
interested patrons, parents,
and teachers are invited.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Calloway County Library
Board of Trustees will meet at
seven p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have their regular potluck
supper at the center at six
p.m.
Film, TIME TO RUN, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. at
Maranatha Christian Center,
1112 Olive Street, Murray.
Friday, September 3
Wranglers Riding Club-WHY
NOT ride due to the holiday.
Shopping for Murray Senior
Citizens will be 9:30 a.m. to
North Central and downtown,
and at 12:30 p.m. to Bel Air
and downtown. For tran-
sportation call 753-0929 by 9:15
a.m. for morning and 11:30
a.m. for afternoon shopping.
Friday, September 3
Farm Tractor Pull, post-
poned from Saturday, will be
held at the Calloway County
Fairgrounds at seven p.m.,
sponsored by Calloway FFA,
Saturday, September 4
Arts and Crafts Festival will
be at Kenlake State Park from
ten a.m. to dusk.
Football season kickoff
dance following Murray-
Southeast Missouri game will
be at ten p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. Members may
bring guests. $.. and Kra.
Charles Walston are chair-
men.
New Providence Riding
Club will have its fourth an-
nual super show at the New
Providence Riding Club
starting at four p.m.
Sunday, September 5
Land Between Lakes
Homecoming will be at Walter
Bilbrey place across from
Buffalo pasture. Dinner will
be at 1:30 p.m.
Homecoming will be at Old
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church
grounds, five miles south of
Golden Pond, with preaching
at eleven a.m. by Billy Joyce.
Arts and Crafts Festivar will
continue at Kenlake State
Park from ten a.m, to dusk:
Annual reunion of William
H. Lynn family will be at
Paris Landing State Park with
a basket lunch at noon.
Sunday, September 5
Elder and Mrs. Paul Poyner
will be honored for their 65th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the home of a
daughter, Mrs. Leon 4 Sue
Cathey and Mr. Cathey, 1506
Clayshire, Murray, from two
to four p.m. The family
requests no gifts.
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Specials in our Boutique!
Clothes For Guys And Gals
Come see our New Fall Styles
Sunday, September 5
Memorial services for
Union Ridge Cemetery will be
at Union Ridge Baptist Church
with morning services, basket
dinner, and gospel singing,
Monday, September 6
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. Stanford Andrus at
7:15 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Executive Board will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Note change from Monday to
Tuesday.
CORNWELL BOY
Russell and Kathy Cornwell
of Hardin Route One announce
the birth of their baby boy,
Russell Seth, weighing seven
pounds 5,-2 ounces and 1944
inches long, born on Friday,
August 20, at 4:48 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Cornell of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dick
of Hardin Route One.
WORKMAN BOY
A baby boy, Bobby Lee, was
born to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
Workman of Murray Route




Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes of
Puryear, Tenn., are the
parents of a baby boy, Brian
Matthew, weighing seven
pounds eight ounces, born on




Mr. and Mrs. Gary Hall of
Calvert City are the parents of
a baby girl, Lyndsi Farah,
weighing three pounds three
ounces, born on Monday,
August 16, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Garlon Hall and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Copeland, all of
Calvert City.
HENSON GIRL
Mike and Linda Henson of
Murray are the parents of a
baby girl, Lori Beth, born on




Gerry Scott and Mrs. Laura
McDougal of Benton.
•
Glasses or babies' bottler that
have held milk should first
be rinsed in cold water be-
fore washing. Hot water will





A program designed to help
and encourage more womeff
students to train for and apply
for positions in traditionally
male careers is being under-
taken by St. Olaf College here.
College officials hope the —
8100,000 three-year effort, fun-
ded by the Mellon Foundation,
will convince men and women
— students and faculty — that
women can and do function ef-
fectively in such fields as medi,
eine, law, the ministry and ex-
ecutive-level administration.
The heart of the program is a
reries of seminars, panels and
informal conferences to ac-
quaint women students with the
problems and rewards of ca-
reers that have been considered
"for men only." It also deals
with the difficulties women face
in trying to break into these
fields and in working with men
once they are in.
The Career Advisory Panel, a
group of 11 women Now work-
ing in areas generally associ-
ated with men, have come to
the campus frequently during
the first year of the program's
operation to hold sessions on
specific aspects of their career.
Included are a lawyer, a pa-
thologist, a pastor, an engineer
and several corporate adminis-
trators. Their work with stu-
dents and faculty is coordinated
by a woman hired by the col-
lege specifically to help women
graduates with the problems
they face in finding employ.
, ment.
t research program is being
r.).xlucted concurrently with
the career attitude change pro-





Mary Collier Hays Is
Married At Washington
Announcement has been
made of the marriage of Miss
Mary Collier Hays, daughter
of Mrs. Mary Louise Hays of
Parlucah and the late Golan C.
Hays of Murray, to Norman S.
French, son of Mrs. Ralph
Berry of Versailles and the
late Capt. Hugh S. French.
The double ring ceremony
was solemnized on Saturday,
August 14, at ten a.m. at the
Andrews Air Force Base
Chapel, Washington, D. C.
with Chaplain Ewing of-
ficiating.
The bride wore for her
wedding an off-white formal
cotton gown with fitted empire
bodice, com;lemented with a
v-necicline, long lace sleeves
and full skirt, and carried a
bouquet of roses, white
daisies, and baby's breath
with white ribbons.
The bride received her
Bachelor and Master's
degrees from Murray State
University and is now em-
ployed by the Census Bureau
in Maryland.
Her matron of honor was
Mrs. Tommy Burris of
Alexandria, Va., who wore a
formal gown of pink linen with
a square neckline etched in
white lace and a corsage of
white carnations.
Mr. French is a salesman
for a hospital supply firm and
served in the United States
Army for seventeen years.
Following the reception the
bridal couple left for a wed-
ding trip to Ocean City, Md.,
and are now residing at 2031
Brooks Drive, No. 219,
Suitland, Md,
Ice Cream Social Held At Park
By Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
An, ice' 'cream social was
held by the Twin Lakers Good
Sam Club on Thursday,
August 26, at seven p.m. at the
Murray City Park.
Homemade ice cream,
cookies, cakes, punch, and
coffee were served.
Presiding at the meeting
was J. B. Burkeen, president.
Harold Eversmeyer, former
Kentucky dood Sam director,
explained the by laws and
organization of the club.
Marilyn Herndon, secretary-
treasurer, gave her reports.
Ned Wilson, vice-president,
assisted in making the
arrangements.
C. W. and Dot Jones,
wagorunasters for September,'
announced that the monthly
campout will he held the
weekend of September 17, 18,
and 19, at Kenlake State Park
with a potluck supper planned
Saturday night.
The October campout was
changed to the weekend of
October 1,2, and 3, due to MSU
homecoming. Harold and
Ruth Eversmeyer will be
wagonrnasters.
Eugene Schanbacher
showed the signs depicting the
club with its name and
location which he has elr sale
at his home.
Guests present were Joe,
Nancy, Diane, and Skip
Weber, Jean Geurin, Bill and
Norette Hill, Jack and Betty
Wagar, Roy and Alexa Starks,
and Beth Broach, with the
latter welcomed as a new
member.
Members present were Ned
and Beth Wilson, J. B. and Jo
Burkeen, Jimmy, Marilyn,
Gina, and Cheryl Herndon,
Jimmy, Sharon, and Ginger
Graham, Harold, Elaine, and
Denise Eversmeyer, Eugene,
Priscilla, Gregg, and Lori
Schanbacher, Nix and Mar:
jorie Crawford, Fred, Shirley,
Greg, and Dana Morton,
Charlie, Gale, Angel, and
Melis_sa Adams, and C. W.,
Dot, and Evon Jones. Mem-
bers unable to attend were













looking sensational was never this easy before.
Tons of things at Harolde's...Tops and Bottoms in the
pre-washed denims.. .Jumpsuits, Jumpers etc.
Sketched:
Long Sleeve Crew neck Sweater with collar.. .cider,
sizes SML...$16. Pre-washed Denim Jeans with zig-zag
stitched trim sizes to 15...$11. Short sleeve pre-
washed denim Jumpsuit, zipper front with patch
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Consumer Comments
'Free' Appliances
Have you won a free stereo, sewing
machine, or other appliance? Did you
receive an offer for one of these at a
ridiculously low price? Many Ken-
tuckians have won, only to end up
losing. Let's examine these offers.
The game begins when you receive a
certificate through the mail informing
you that you won a "free" sewing
machine, television or stereo or a
"check" for a portion of the purchase
price. The prize is described including
its monetary value. The trick to this
scheme is that the prize will cost YOU
money. A monthly or yearly charge to
cover either a service contract or p
portion of the cost of the item beyond
the amount won is required.
Frequently, the winner is requested to
come to the store to inspect the mer-
chandise and accept or reject the offer.
What's wrong with these offers'?
The amount you must pay is often
higher than the average retail value of
the item. Be sure to compute the yearly
Or monthly costs so that you are aware
of the total amount of money involved.
Is the merchandise worth the price it
will cost you?
Beware of the high pressure sales
tactics. Why must you decide im-
mediately to accept the offer? A
reputable businessman can wait on
your answer until tomorrow. The
gimmick salesmen are fly-by-night
operators.
A contest implies that there are
losers as well as winners.These fake
contests have everyone winning. How
many other people that you know have
10 Years Ago
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent of
Calloway County Schools, Bill Miller,
assistant superintendent, and Howard
Crittenden, principal of Calloway
County High School, have been notified
that the Kentucky Committee at the
annual summer meeting on August 30
voted to recommend Calloway County
}Egli School for membership in the
southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Private Benny E. Fries completed
eight weeks of military police training
at the Army Training Center, Fort
Gordon, Ga,
Miss Margaret Ruth Crider and
Roger Alan Neal were married August
7 at Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy,
Nathan, to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Moutotur on August 27.
Woody Herman and his band will play
at the Kenlake Amphitheatre over the
Labor Day weekend.
20 Years Ago
Calloway County won several blue
ribbons at the 4-H Booth at the Pur-
chase District Fair, Mayfield, ac-
-.cording to John Vaughn, assistant
: county agent in charge of 4-H work.
Daylight saving time ended
yesterday for residents of Murray.
.Most of the city has been on DST during
the summer.
Rev. T. Y. Srnithmier will be the
evangelist for the revival at the Temple
Hill Methodist Church, September 3-8,
according to Rev. L. Ralph Rogers,
pastor.
Kentucky Poultrymen and persons in
allied fields will meet at Kenlake Hotel
.October 16-18.
• Showing at the Murray Drive In
-Theatre is "A Lawless Streets"
starring Randolph Scott and Angela
Lansbury.
won?
The promises of warranties or
reliable repair service are often false.
Ask how long they've been in business,
who does the repair work and what does
the warranty include.
You can protect yourself against
fraudulent business practices such as
this by remembering to be skeptical of
advertising tactics. "Special offer,"
"free," and "for only a few dollars
more" are your clues to start in-
vestigating.
If you recelve an offer like this or if
you have any other consumer com-
plaint, contact the Attorney General's
Division of Consumer Protection,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or call toll-free on
the consumer hotline: 1-800-372-2960.
Today
in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 2nd, the
246th day of 1976. There are 120 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1864, during the Civil
War, Union forces under Gen. William
T. Sherman occupied the city of
Atlanta.
On this date:
In 31 B. C., Mark Antony and
Cleopatra were defeated by Octavius
Caesar in the battle of Actium.
v. In 1666, the great fire of London broke
out. It burned for several days,
destroying 13,000 homes.
In 1789, the U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment was established with Alexander
Hamilton as secretary.
In 1901, Vice President Theodore
Roosevelt said in a speech at the
Minnesota State Fair: "Speak softly
and carry a big stick."
In 1940, the United States transferred
50 destroyers to Britain for a lease of
military bases in Newfoundland and the
British West Indies.
In 1963, Gov. George Wallace stopped
integration at Tuskegee High School in
Alabama by encircling the building
with state troopers.
Ten ycars ago: In a communique,
France and Cambodia-signed by
President Charles De Gaulle and
Prince Norodom Sihanouk-demanded
that all foreign troops get out of Viet-
nam.
Five years ago: The government
announced that wholesale prices were
up three-tenths of one per cent, mostly
before President Nixon's wage-price-
rent freeze was announced.
One year ago: Palestinian guerrillas
threatened to step up their attacks on
Israel to wreck the Sinai agreement
between Egypt and Israel.
Today's birthdays: Writer Allen
Drury is 58 years old. Dancer and
chorographer Marge Champion is 53.
Thought for today: Once a woman
has forgiven a man, she =lust not
reheat his sins for breakfast-Marlene
Dietrich.
Bicentennial footnote: Gen. George
Washington, after the defeat of
American- forces on Long Island,
wrote: "Our situation is truly
—distressing."
Garrotes Galley
One- Time That Harry Sparks
Didn't Have Much To Say
By M. C. Garrott
Harry Sparks has cracked a lot of
humor in his day, much of which has
been at some other's expense. Humor
runs in the Sparks family. This was
reflected a few weeks ago at a luncheon
at Murray State honoring Dr. and Mrs.
Sparks and part of ceremonies naming
the Administration Building in his
honor.
At the microphone was Dr. Sparks'
brother, Robert, a Lexington
businessman, and for several minutes
he had the retired fifth president of
Murray State squirming like a worm on
a fish hook. As he gave the luncheon
guests a glimpse of young Harry
growing up over in FLockcastle County,
here are some of the tales brother
Robert told about this distinguished
Calloway Countian.
+++
"Harry was rather talkative at
home," Robert said, "and being the
next of kin, I wasn't allowed to say
much. When he was about 5 or 6 years
old, it was said he would preach for a
nickel or cuss for a dime. He didn't cuss
much, so he has done a lot of preaching.
"He was a unique haby. He was very
outstanding, quite different from his
brothers and sisters. We all sucked our
thumbs and had buck teeth. Harry
didn't suck his thumb. He sucked two of
his fingers. Dad couldn't break him of
it. He put acidity, coal oil, turpentine
and different other things on Harry's
fingers. He was 10 or 12 years old and
still sucking those two fingers. It was
rather embarrassing.
"One night at supper—we ate supper
at night in the mountains, not dinner
like we do now—my oldest brother got
up and said he was going to milk. Harry
was sitting there with his mouth full of
beans and couldn't hear. All at once he
came to, and asked if he could be ex-
cused from the table.
"It turned out he had to get his fish
hooks out of the cow's bran. Dad
quizzed him and learned that he had
hidden his fish hooks in the cow's bran
to keep me from borrowing them. He
got there too late. My brother had fed
the cow, and Harry spent the next two
days in the cow pasture looking for his
hooks. THAT was when he stopped
sucking his fingers.
+++
"Harry loved the out of doors," he
went on. "He never missed a chance to
go fishing or hunting if someone else
would row the boat or carry the game.
He even had a trap line at one time
Something kept robbing his traps, and
he was sure it was a timber wolf, a
cougar or some kind of carnivorous
animal because he was baiting his traps
with chicken innards.
"He couldn't catch it. It outsmarted
him week after week, so he decided to
make a trap gun. He got the spindle out
of a Model T Ford and a 20-gauge
shotgun shell that would fit right where
the king bolt had been. He rigged up
this gun with a string and killed a big
black and white house cat.
"It was as big as a dog, and he went
around bragging about how he had
saved all the sheep and lambs in the
neighborhood and bow this cat had gone
wild and was killing everything. One
day he met an old lady on the street.
"Harry,' she said, 'I hear you have
killed a cat. I have one missing.'
"Was your cat a big yellow cat?
Harry asked.
"No,' she replied 'My cat was a
black and white cat. I'm mighty glad
you didn't get my cat.' Now, Harry
didn't lie to her, but he let her mislead
herself anyway.
Let's Stay Well
Power Mowers Are Hazardous
By FJ.L Blasingame, M.D.
Even though power lawn
mowers are useful devices, they
are potentially hazardous. A
wider appreciation of presible
danger of injury by them is
desirable.
Reporting in a recent issue of
the Journal of the American
Medical Asenciation. Edwards
Schwenticer, MD., and associ-
ates pointed out that about 180,-
000 power mower injuries take
place annually in the United
States. The authors feel that the
majority of such accidents result
, from the misuse of the hand-pro-
pelled rotary moWer.
The larger tractor lawn
mowers often have greater
posver and may be even mere
harrardnus Such mowers are
rapidly increasing in number.
Riding such mowers is a fun
' thing! The dangers are too fre-
(pertly ignored.
In their article in the medical
journal, the authors &screw IS
casm of injuries to children,
aged three to 11 years old, who
were run over by tractor-type
riding mowers and who sus-
tained severe injuries.
Altogether. the 18 children have
required 57 hospitaltations.
The accidents may occur
when a child is a passenger on
the mower or playing nearby,
either being injured by the
mower or some flying object
driven through the air by the
powerful blades.
The resultingwounds may be
deforming and crippling, lead-
ing to amputations of parts of
limbs and even to death. In an
interview in The Wall Street
Journal. Dr. Schwentker told of
a case which occurred after dw
article had been completed. In.
this instance, the chid was
decapitated.
The Consumer Pnxluct Safety
Commission may require
miumfactwers to attach warn-
ings to the mowere even Elbow-
ing arms and legs being cut off
by such machines The menthe.-
turers feel that such gruesotne il-
lustrations are not needed but
recognise that the accidents re-
quire some additional efforts at
prevention
Owners of power mowers
mutt* come to assiane a greater
sense of respornibility for their
safe use, especially when
children may be Nat
Q: Mr. H.R. a farmer, com-
plains that lw and members of
his family have been troubled
this summer off and on with has;
irritation (cough, congestion. and
tightness - like asthma) and
wants to how the probable
came.
A: Life on the farm can engine
you and year family to a =fiber
of irritants which °aid be caus-
es; dw trouble lliey Wilde
agricultural diernicals, dander
from animas, pollen and mold&
aid duel
You are probably inhaling the
material that is Chilling the lr
ritation Try to recall to what
you have recently been exixsed
when you have a flare-up.
The Agricultural Medical In
albite at the University of Iowa
is studying such problems, and I
suggest thst you write to Donald
Morgan, MM.. at the Institute in
Oakdale, lowa 52119, orseie your
physician Perhaps the two of
them could work together to find
the source of your problem.
Q: Mrs P.Z. confides that she
and her husband, happily mar
lied for five years, had a severe
misunderstanding and sepa-
rated for a few weeks Now that
they are reunite& they are hay
ing trouble Rettig be to the
same level of understanding.
and she asks tor camera.
A: You and your husband are
obviously mature and sensible
Give yourselves a little time it
Wing. Take a sheet vacation if
you can Different surrnandow
may help.
"One time he and a high school chum
took some 2s4's and made a 20-foot
cross, wrapped It with burlap,
saturated it with coal oil, tied it to a
stump on a mountain overlooking Mt.
Vernon and set it on fire. They then
disappeared into the forest.
"The Red Pasture Shatalkwa was in
session, and it was a hot August night.
They had the sides of the tent roUed up
and the Rev. Dr. Frank Church was
there preaching on sin. All of a sudden
one of the village nitwits came running
down the hill and yelled, 'There are 40
or 50 men coming on biikblack horses
with hoods and white robes and waving
swords, and that broke up the Shatalk-
wa.
"We never did find out whether Dr.
Church was for or against sin, but
things were real quiet around town for a
week or two. This was before the days
of juvenile delinquency. Now, I have
called the attorney general, and he said
I could tell these things and that it
wouldn't affectOurry's pension.
+++
"Harry loved to play marbles. He
was a pretty good marble player. I
always hated to see him play marble;
because when he did he wore out his
breeches. I always had patches on my
knees because I got all the hand-me-
downs. It's pretty bad being the
smallest brother of four. I never had a
new overcoat until I went off to college,
and it was Harry who sent me the-
money to buy it.
'The greatest thing Harry ever did
for me was to teach me not to curse. He
wouldn't let me smoke. He talked me
out of marrying my high school
sweetheart. He told me about en-
vironment, heredity' and all that stuff.
He did more talking than he did
working.
'lie has amounted to a lot more since
he married Lois than he did before.
With her guidance, he has been a great
brother, but he would have been a
pretty good one even without women's
lib."
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway County
Humanely Speaking
by The Humane Society
of Calloway County
-.Welcome Back, Students"
The Humane Society of Calloway
County wishes to welcome MSU
students ( back) to Murray- Yank vilt
are a society that has in common our
desire to provide a healthy and safe
environment for animals, we assure
you that we are concerned for people
too. If you are one who shares our
ideals, let us assure you that we
welcome your membership into the
Society.
We are a young organization, having
been founded in 1975. Yet, we are one of
the fastest growing groups in the area.
We now boast of more than 150 mem-
bers, many of whom are students.
Students have served on the Board of
Directors, rescue squad, animal
welfare committee, and as dog pound
helpers.
To encourage this kind of student
participation the Society has a special
$3.00 student membership. We have
several projects planned for the future
which need your help and which would
be good experience for you. Some of the
ongoing services we perform for the
community are: rescuing; nursing and
boarding injured animals and aban-
doned baby animals; helping with the
placement of unwanted animals;
education of the public to its respon-
sibility toward animals; helping to
improve conditions at the dog pound;
handling complaints of abuse to
animals; working toward the establish-
ment of an animal shelter and helping
In the prosecution of serious offences
against animals.
If you are interested in joining the
Society or asking more questions about
it please call our President Dr. Keith
Heim at 753-3994. If membership is not
presently possible, we hope you will
conduct your life In a way that
demonstrates your acceptance of your
responsibility for the health and safety
of animals. If you will do that, you are
already an honorary member in spirit.
Bible Thought
I will say of the Lard, He is
my refuge and my fortress; My
God; in Him will I trust. Psalm
91 : 2.
When one's dwelling place is
the Lord, he lives in safety from
all manner of spiritual evil and




Man is an ungrateful wretch. He
hates his benefactors and he would
rather get rich than accept a dime from
hil government. Yet, who can blame
him? A citizen can get pretty damn
tired saying "thanks" all the time.
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For Your Dining Pleasure
Live Entertainment
Scotty Bell
sa... Mays The Organ
Every Fri. & Sat. Night
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Tough Reidland To Face
Tigers In Opener Friday
By MIKE BRANDON
.4edger& Times Sports Editor
When the halftime show by
the Murray High Tiger Band
ends Friday night, people will
be doing some reminiscing.
Band director Joe Sills has
chosen the popular number
The Way We Were" to close
out his halftime program.
The way we were: Will the
Tigers remember the way
they were in 1974 when they
won the State Class A title,
will they remember the way
the were last year when they
had a break-even season or
will they remember the way
they were after their first
game of the season last year?
If it's the last choice, then
it's good. Because the first
game of last season, Murray
High got outplayed and
physically beaten into the
ground by a tough Reidland
club.
And Friday at 8 p.m., the
Tigers will kick off this season
against the same tough
Reidland club.
"They just plain old
whipped us last year,"
Murray High Coach John Hine
said.
"We're going to be thinking
about that but of course, any
team will do that."
Reidland went on to post a 7-
3 season record last year. This
season, they are 1-0, having
taken a 12,6 opening game
victory over Marshall County
last week.
Reidland is a very
aggressive club. And in pre-
GOLF
LOS ANGELES - Defen-
ding champion Fred Ridley, a
law student at Stetson, Fla.,
University, scored an im-
pressive 4 and 3 victory over
Mike Stoll of Beaverton, Ore.,
in his opening round match of













season talk around the area,
Reidland did very little
talking on the positive side.
Supposedly, Reidland
wasn't supposed to have that
much talent and speed. It
didn't look that way Friday
though in their win over the
Marshals.
"I was very impressed with
them," Nina said.
"They are a very-well
coached club and have several
large kids. Not only do they
have size but they have
ability."
The quarterback spot was
supposed to be a problem.
Junior quarterback Tom
Harold had not played any
varsity ball. But Friday
against Marshall County, he
fired three complete passes in
four attempts for 78 yards.
Tiger
One of the passes was a 40-
yard scoring bomb to Kevin
Lyles, a 5-7 senior split end.
Also impressive in the
Greyhound victory was 5-8,
185-pound senior runningback
Tony Hayden. He rushed for 76
yards on the ground.
Hine said one of the toughest
players on the field was
Reidland's defensive end
Craig Henry, a 6-3, 220-pound
senior who was an All-WKC
choice last year.
Like Murray High, Reidland
operates out of the pro-set
offensive formation, either in
the "I" or split.
"With them having a game
under their belts, they will
have an advantage," Nina
said. .
"To know what the heat
feels like in the fourth quarter
Roster
Pos. Wt. Class.No.
Greg Garland  QB 150 Jr.
Roger Grogan  QB 160 Sr.
Jeff Oakley  QB 175 Sr.
Mike Pitman  QB 145 So.
Grettis Bumph's  HE 150 Jr.
Thomas Kendall  HB 145 So.
Lindsey Hudspeth  HB 187 Sr.
Claude Johnson  HE 155 Jr.
TonyBayless  NB 190 Sr.
Terry Smith  E 140 So.
Ftichie Richardson  WO 170 Sr.
Darrell Foster  FB 175 Sr.
Alvin Parham  FB 170 Jr.
Brent Austin  E 160 Sr.
Ken Perkins  FB 190 Jr.
Mike Hibbard  FB 160 So.
Randy Orr • WO 165 Sr.
Bo Reed  NB 150 So.
Mike Utley    WO 155 Jr.
Roy Richardson  WO 165 Jr.
Craig Johnson  WO 155 So.
Lee Hopkins  E 150 So.
Greg Vaughn  E 165 Sr.
Stan lbarpe  E 140 Jr.
Ronny Rickman  C 160 Sr.
Danny Richerson  C 205 Sr.
Robert Whitmer  C 170 Jr.
Bryan Warner  G 175 Sr.
Jim Irby  G 175 Jr.
John Denham  G 155 So.
Mark Vinson  G 178 Sr.
Donnie Winchester  G 200 Sr.
Mike Kurz  G 160 So.
Andy Ryan  G 195 Sr.
Tirn Lane  G 205 Sr.
Jerry Jones  T 200 Sr.
Dpvid Kennedy  T 210 Sr.
Dia kid Stephenson  T 230 So.
Tim Garland  T 230 Sr.
Lee Miller  T 330 Sr.
David Cathey  T 185 Sr.
Barry Wells  E 185 Sr.
Kerry Thompson  E 175 Sr.
Frank Gilliam  E 185 Jr.
Ptiillip Zacheretti  E 200 Sr.
Eddie Rollins  E 180 Sr.
Keith Cartwright  E 150 Jr.
Greg Eyrich  E 160 So.
Brett Warner  WO 135 So.












has to be an advantage. We
really don't know how strong
we are or how fast we are or
anything.
"But we are as ready as we
can be for an opening game."
Hina said he hoped a large
cro*d would be on hand.
Major League
Standings
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 83 48 .634 -
Pitts 73 57 .562 91/2
New York 67 64 .511 16
Chicago 61 72 .459 23
St. Louis 57 70 .449 24
Montreal 43 81 .347 361/2
West
Cincinnati 54 50 .627
Los Ang 74 56 .569 8
Houston 68 68 .500 17
San Diego 63 71 .470 21
Atlanta . 59 74 .444 241/2
San Fran 56 77 .421 271/2
Wednesday's Results
Chicago 7, Atlanta 5, 14 in-
21 flings
22 Pittsburgh 4, San Diego 1
23 New York 1, San Francisco 0
24 Houston 1, Philadelphia 0
25 St. Louis 1, Cincinnati 0, 11
30 innings
31 Los Angeles at Montreal,
32 ppd., rain
33 Thursday's Games
34 San Francisco ( Barr 10-11) at
36 New York ( Matlack 14-7)
37 Los Angeles (Sutton 16-9 and
Rhoden 11-3) at Montreal ( Dun-



































San Diego ( Freisleben 8-11 or
Griffin 74) at Pittsburgh
( Demery 8-4), (n)
Friday's Games
St. Louis at Chicago
Pittsburgh at Montreal, 2, ( t-
n )
Cincinnati at AUanta, ( n )
Philadelphia at New York,
(11)
Los Angeles at Houston, ( n)




W L Pct. GB
New York 79 50 .612 -
Baltimore 69 61 .531 101/2
Cleveland 67 63 .515 121/2
Boston 63 68 .481 17
Detroit 61 70 .466 19
Milwkee 58 70 .453 101/2
West
Kan City 78 54 .591
Oakland 71 61 .538 7
Minnesota 65 69 .485 14
Texas 60 72 .455 18
California 59 74 .444 191/2
Chicago 57 75 .432 21
Wednesday's Results
Boston 3, Texas 0
Baltimore 7, Kansas City 1
Cleveland 3, Chicago 0
Minnesota 3, Milwaukee 2,12
innings
California 4, Detroit 1
Oakland 5, New York 0
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee (Rodriquez 5-10)
at Minnesota ( Bane, 4-7)
Only game scheduled
Friday's Games
New York at Baltimore, (n)
Boston at Cleveland, ( n)
Milwaukee at Detroit, (n)
Texas at Kansas City, (n)
Chicago at Minnesota, (n)
Oakland at California. (n)
Connors Cruises,
Ashe Struggles
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (API
- Jimmy Connors, as
relentless as ever, won im-
pressively. Arthur Ashe,
uncomfortable on clay, won
unimpressively.
The clay court specialists -
Guillermo Vitas, Adriano
Panatta and Manuel Orantes
- battered their opponents
into submission from the
baseline. Volatile Ilie r astase
had little chance to
misbehave, winning • by
default.
Bjorn Borg didn't play, and
that was a sore point with
Harold Solomon who did -
and wished he hadn't.
Solomon, seeded 10th, dropped
a 7-5, 6-4 decision to 19-year-
old Billy Martin.
it was opening day at the
U.S. Open Tennis Cham-
pionships, the world's second
biggest tournament with the
world's biggest pot - $416,600.
Connors began the day by
whipping South Africa's Bob
Hewitt 6-3, 6-3 under warm,




Great coverage with our
best hiding, longest lasting
flat latex house paint. '
"I feel like Reidland will
have an outstanding club and
of course we are capable of
playing exciting football so
anyone in the area who likes to
see good high school football
should come out Friday," the
Tiger coach added.
In addition to good football,
anyone who likes good music
should also come out to
Holland Stadium.
The Murray High Tiger
Band, celebrating its 50th
anniversary, is 173 strong this
year.
That figure represents
about one-fourth of the total
enrollment at Murray High
and is a record for the school.
Not only that but it is probably
the biggest band ever
assembled in the Jackson
Purchase, even bigger than
Murray State's band.
Reidland's band won't- -be
here Friday. But you can bet
their football team will be.
And nobody on the Reidland
football team will be coming
to play music. Instead, they'll
















10 Fulton Co.........-. Away
17 Mayliekl Horne
24 'Fulton Away
I Caldwell Co. .........: Home
Trigg Co. Away
15 Marshall Co. Home
22 Hopkonsville Away
29 Henry Co. Horne




Mark Brady, Jimmy Harrell
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Shades Of '64 As Phils Still
Faltering, 'Cards Clip Reds
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
With a month to go in the
National League season, the
Philadelphia Phillies are
looking over their shoulder -
at 1964.
The Phillies were leading
the NL East Division by 15
games last week. Now, the
Pittsburgh Pirates are just 91/2
back and making Phillies
Manager Danny Ozark a little
uneasy.
"We haven't had a streak
like this all year and it is a bad
time to have it," Ozark said
after the Houston Astros
handed the Phillies their sixth
straight defeat, 1-0, Wed-
nesday night.
The Pirates defeated San
Diego 4-1 to run their winning
streak to six in a row.
"Frankly, our chances of
getting them are slim, as
anyone can see," Pirates
Manager Danny Murtaugh
said. "But in this game no one
ever gives up. All we can do is
keep on playing our, best and
hope."
In other NL games Wed-
nesday, St. Louis edged
Cincinnati 1-0 in U innings, the
New York Mets nipped San
Francisco 1-0 and Chicago
defeated Atlanta 7-5 in 14
innings. The Los Angeles at
Montreal game was postponed
because of rain.
In 1964, the Phillies were
leading the league by 61/2
games with two weeks
remaining in the season when
they went into a similar
tailspin. Philadelphia lost 10
games in a row and the St.
Louis Cardinals came on to
capture the pennant.
"We're capable of coming
out of it and winning some ball
games," Ozark said Wed-
nesday after being shut out by
rookie Bo McLaughlin, 3-2.
Cliff Johnson's homer in the
seventh inning was all
McLaughlin needed as he
scattered six hits in picking up
his second shutout of the
season. Jim Kaat, 11-10, was
the loser.
Pirates 4, Padres 1
Four unearned runs and a
seven-hitter by pitchers Bruce
Kison and Kent Tekulve gave
Pittsburgh victory over San
Diego, the Pirates' sixth
straight win. The Pirates
scored all of their runs in the
fourth, aided by an error by
San Diego second baseman
Tito Fuentes which allowed
the first run of the inning to
score. Ftichie Hebner doubled
in the second run and then
Kison, 11-8, capped the inning
with his two-run single.
Cubs 7, Braves 5
Jerry Morales' fourth hit of
the game drove in two runs in
the 14th inning to give Chicago
its triumph over Atlanta. The
game, which was delayed
twice by rain, was tied in the
bottom of the ninth when the
Braves' Ken Henderson
smacked a two-run homer, his
13th of the season.
Cardinals 1, Reds 0
Reliever Rawly Eastwick
walked Don Kessinger with
the bases full in the bottom of
the llth to give St. Louis its
victory over Cincinnati.
Eastwick, 9-5, who came on at
the start of the inning, loaded
the bases on a double by Keith
Hernandez, an intentional
walk and Charlie Chant's bunt
single.
Mets 1, Giants 0
Jerry Koosman's three-
hitter and doubles by Felix
Milan and John Milner lifted
the New York Mets past San
Francisco.
Koosman, 17-8, struck out




NEW YORK - National
Football League teams, with
the exception of expansion
clubs Seattle and Tampa Bay,
will be limited to 43 players
with no taxi squads this
season, NFL Commissioner
Pete Rozelle announced.
DOVER, Del. - Delaware
kicked off its controversial pro
football lottery games with
plenty of fans and some other
states watching to see if the
courts block the betting
games.
ave $4 Style Perfect'Latex VVall Paint
Eat y to apply, drie; quickly.
Cleans up with soap and
water. And it's durable.
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Kidd Says Eastern May
Have Too Much Respect
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Eastern Kentucky Coach Roy
Kidd is in the mood for a little
less respect these days as he
prepares his football team for
Friday night's season opener
at Dayton.
Kidd pleads that his team is
too inexperienced to be
expected to equal last year's 8-
2-1 record, and insists instead
that the four Tennessee
members of the Ohio Valley
Conference should receive
some attention.
"I really don't know what to
expect," Kidd lamented as he
looked ahead to the first
• -weekend of the college football
season. "We've got some
.awful good people in some
positions, but we're green in
'Some other positions, and if
those people — for instance,
our offensive line — don't do
their job, it's certainly not





McCallister and Stan Mitchell
are three fine running backs
who will carry most of
Eastern's hopes for a repeat of
last year's 8-2-1 record. But
Kidd isn't sure that trio, along
with Standout quarterback
Ernie House, will get suf-
ficient blocking aide to carry
out their respective tasks.
"I don't know if we're ready
to play a game, but we need to
play a game to find out some
things," Kidd said. "I think
what we need is to get a game
under our belts."
Friday's game kicks off the
season for four OVC teams. On
Saturday, Murray entertains
Southeast Missouri, Morehead
State hosts Marshall and
Middle Tennessee meets
Tennessee State at Nashville.
Defending co-champions
Western Kentucky and
Tennessee Tech, along with
Austin Peay and East Ten-
nessee, open their seasons
Sept. 11.
Kentucky State travels to
Hillsdale, Mich., in the other
Saturday game involving a
Blue Grass school.
-We think Dayton ( 5-6 last
year, including a 30-24 loss to
Eastern ) will be an improved
team, because they can start a
letterman or a returning
starter at almost every
position, and we can't," Kidd
said. "We're about as young
as we've been since 1969."
Looking past their openers,
both Kidd and Murray's Bill
Furgerson forsee a much
stronger title challenge from
Tennessee schools this season.
Both figure Tennessee Tech
will be in the thick of the title
chase, with MiddleTennessee,
East Tennessee and Austin
Peay each showing ?narked
improvement.
-I'd say East Tennessee has
a better chance than they've
had the past couple years to
beat both of us ( Eastern and
Western)," said Kidd. "Both
of us have lost a lot of people.
Austin Peay can start a
starter at every position.
Middle Tenne*ssee was tough
offensively last year, so if they
can come up with a defense,
they'll be tough because they
have about the same offense
back," he added.
"Western is a perennial
favorite, but Tech is a co-
favorite to win, and Middle
Tennessee is right behind
them. And many of us think




unsure about his team, and
figures only game experience
will answer his many
questions.
"In evalualing our team. I
guess you could do it simply
by saying lack of experience
on offense and an experienced
defense," he said.
"We're right proud of our
secondary. They were second
in the nation last year in
Division II in p2ss defense,
and if they had knocked down
one 11-yard pass, they would.
have been first," said
Furgerson, who expects to see
pass-happy Southeast
Missouri give that group a
severe test Saturday night.
"We think that possibly our
inexperience on offense could
be the big problem."
The key to Murray's of-
fensive hopes is finding a
replacement for graduated
quarterback Mike Hobbie,
who led the OVC in passing
and total offense last season.
"We've get another` Mike,"
said Furgerson, referring to
sophomore Mike Dickens.
"The quarterback position is
not one of our problems, ex-
cept for experience. As a
matter of fact, I think we can
increase what we can do ( on
offense) because Mike is a
better runner than Hobbie.
They have to.honor his ability
to run the football."
Kentucky State Coach
LeRoy Smith will depend on
quarterback Curt Sullivan, a
junior who set six school
records while passing for 1,522
yards and 13 touchdowns.
Tony Bowden and Larry
Walton will man the wide
receiver posts in an effort to
replace Sullivan's departed
battery mate of last year,
Leonard Elston.
"We're expecting a very
tough game" at Hillsdale, said
Smith, who is looking for a
third consecutive winning
record after posting a 7-4
mark last season. "A lot of
teams schedule a so-called
breather for their first game,
but this team sure isn't in that
category."
Hillsdale, 7-4 last season,
features the passing of Sohn
Marsotto to wide receiver
Greg Della Penna.
Middle Tennessee, 4-7 a
year ago, bases its potent
offense on fullback Mike
Moore, selected the OVC's
offensive player of the year
after accumulating 1,247
yards last season.
"It looks like everybody is
going to be healthy for
Saturday night's game, and
I'm pleased about that," said
Middle Tennessee Coach Ben
Hurt. "We have had real good
practices this fall. The team
attitude and morale has been
great."
May Not One To Worry Over
Not Getting Much Publicity
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Home run hitters are
supposed to drive fancy cars
and hog the headlines, but one
of the best of the breed,
Baltimore's Lee May, labors
in obscurity.
He has hit 20 or more home
runs in each of the past nine
seasons. His three-run homer
Wednesday night, which
helped Baltimore beat the
Kansas City Royals 7-1, tied
him with Sal Bando of
Oakland for the American
League lead with 24. His four
runs batted in raised his
league-leading total to 90. But
still the headlines have
(-soaped him.
"That has been the story of
my life," May said. "I have
learned to live with it. But if
you do enough, the owners
know it and they give you a
decent salary.
"A lot of guys like to see
their names in the papers, but
I don't read the papers. I don't
care about ink. I'm a low-key
guy. I can't stand a lot of
controversy."
In other American League
games, the Boston Red Sox
beat the Texas Rangers 3-0,
the Minnesota Twins edged
the Milwaukee Brewers 3-2 in
12 innings, the Cleveland
INIIIINNIMMIN11111111111111.1111111.
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Indians blanked the Chicago
White Sox 3-0, the California
Angels defeated the Detroit
Tigers 4-1 and the Oakland A's
shut out the New York
Yankees 5-0.
May's three-run homer in
the fifth inning capped a five-
run outburst that broke the
game open for the Orioles.
Reggie Jackson, one slugger
who gets more than his share
of headlines, hit a two-run
single right before May
connected.
"The race between Reggie
and me gives each of us a little
extra incentive you need at
this tune of year," observed
May. Jackson has 22 homers
and 80 RBI.
Red Sox 3, Rangers 0
Ferguson Jenkins' season
ended in the fifth inning
against Texas, when the
Boston pitcher suffered a torn
right Achilles tendon in
making a putout at first base.
He faced surgery today.
Jenkins allowed four hits for
4 1-3 innings, then reliever
Tom Murphy held Texas
hitless the rest of the way to
get the win.
Indians 3, White Sox 0
Cleveland won its fifth in a
row as Jim Bibby, 10-5, pit-
ched a five-hitter. Ray Fosse
hornered and Buddy Bell
doubled home one run and
scored another.
Angels 4, Tigers!
The Angels equalled /hair
longest winning streak of the
season, four games, as Frank
Tanana raised his record to 15-
9 by stopping the Tigers on six
hits. Dave Collins had three
hits for California, including a
two-run double in the fourth
inning when the Angels scored
all their runs.
Twins 3, Brewers 2
Rod Carew's speed-- ac-
counted for the Twins' 12th-
inning triumph. He beat out a
single and then scored all the
way from first when catcher
Darrell Porter threw Lyman
Bostock's sacrifice bunt into
right field. Reliever Bill
Campbell, 14-4, got the vic-
tory. '
A's 5,-TinIlts 0
Oakland pulled to within
seven games of first-place
Kansas City in the AL West as
Vida Blue stopped the
Yankees on seven hits. The
A's got all their runs off ex-
teammate Catfish Hunter. 14-
13, who didn't last through the
fifth inning.
TENNIS- _
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. —
The U.S. Tennis Association
rejected the request of
transsexual Dr. Renee
Richards that she be per-
mitted to play in the U.S
Open.
Bob Wilder Signs Cage
Scholarship In Montana
Bob Wilder of Murray has signed a letter of intent to
play basketball this year with the Eastern Montana
College Yellowjackets, announced Coach Elden Kande.
The 6-4 Wilder, only the second player in Murray Highs
history to letter four years in basketball, was a starting
forward-center as a sophomore, junior and senior.
As a junior, he was co-captain and led the team in
rebounds and assists, averaging 14 points and 12 rebounds
per game. As a senior, and squad captain, he averaged 13
points and 13 rebounds, and was named to the Alt-
Purchase(region) team as a junior and a senior.
According to his school basketball coach, Cary Miller,
Wilder was usually one of the toughest players in a defen-
sive assignment, was the principal ball handler in back-
court against full court press, and over four years of
playing had a shooting average of 49.5 per cent.
"We are very pleased to have Wilder join the
Yellowjackets," commented Coach Kiunla. "He is not
only an outstanding basketball player with a good at-
titude, but a scholar who graduated 15th out of a class of
170," explained Eastern's coach.
Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora
The Number To Call
753-6434
of the strike and having to import officials from so far
away.
But regardless, football will be played Friday night and
life will go on.
As as.sistant ICHSAA commissioner Wise said, "Sortie
guys would drive to Mississippi to officiate a game."'"
•P'
Red-Faced Reds ,/
My old friend David Kindred has sr„g4at wit and an
even better sense of humor.
But I was sorry to hear about lee getting hit over the
head the other day. At least L inkhe got hit over the
•
head.
Dave wrote in the Couridg--Journal about how it*Ivai all
over. The Reds would' cremate the Phillies in the
divisional playoffs.,Ite talked about how the Reds were
already in the World Series.
Well Dave, if you can do that, here comes my predic-
tion: The Reds can hang it up next year. The Cardinals
will knock them off, if the Reds win their division.
Gosh" Dave, young fellows like Jerry Miunphrey and
Ga,1i Templeton hitting the Reds like that. Gosh Dave,
Klee lowly Cardinals winning two of the three games and
losing the other by one run.
Harry who? Rasmussen or some young fellow like that
making patsies out of the Reds like he did Thursday
night? By the way Dave, Lou Brock didn't even play.
Really Dave, how can the Reds have the playoffs won
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Yes Virginia, There Are Grid Officials
We aren't going to drop hints.
No, we'll just go right ahead and do like the quarterback
facing a fourth and 17 with the ball on his own 25 and iust
six seconds left in the game. Here comes the bomb.
The odds are you'll see more yellow flags flying around
western Kentucky Friday night. You might even see more
paper cups flying and hear a lot of deep voices shouting in-
sults. Why?
Some of the best football officials in western Kentucky
have resigned. In a meeting held Wednesday, some 30 of
the WKC football officials announced their resignation.
The Murray High-Reidland game will be officiated by
four "outstanding WKC officials," according to Murray
High Coach John Hina.
Hina said that the assignment of regular WKC officials
to Friday's game here was confirmed this morning.
There were 35 at the meeting, six of which decided to go
ahead and work Friday. The rest of the group which did
not show up has not given any indication yet as to what
they are going to do.
In all probability, there will be about half of the 60 WKC
officials working Friday night's league games. Here's the
meat of the problem:
The other officials will come from other parts of the
state. Assistant KHSAA commissioner Bill Wise said Wed-
nesday he and WKC commissioner Joe Russell would
spend today finding out just how mazy WKC officials
would work Friday. •
Then, officials from Louisville, Lexington add
Elizabethtown will be brought in to fill in the vacanclis.
Most of the officials who will be filling in Friday are
probably beginners. The others are officials who probably
have not received ratings high enough to wbrk games in
their own areas Friday.
To make it even more interesting, Marray High is going
to be out just as much money as it was last year in paying
the officials.
The "team" of officials are now paid on a basis of 10
cents per mile in excess of 50 miles, calculated on the of-
ficial who has to drive thelongest distance.
That's the math point of the strike. The $25 salary
remains the same But the average official might lose
somewhere between $10 to $15 per game in gas expense
money.
So even though the home team Shouldn't have been
payingrs much money as they did last year because of the
new rule, they'll be Paying as much or more now because
-
BACK TO SCHOOL
If You Don't Buy Your Piano or Organ From Conracrs






























with headphones, tapes & 6 Free
lessons.
Opan 10 to 5 Mon.-Thurs., Sat. • Fridays til 8 p.m.























The 1976 Murray Tigers
Top row, left to right, Mark Brady, coach, Jimmy Harrell, coach, Paul Whiteford, D
avid Stephenson, Craig
Johnson, Thomas Kendall, Bo Reed, Greg Eyrich, Lee Hopkins, John Denham, Brett 
Warner, Mike Hibbard,
Mike Pitman, Terry Smith, Mike Kurz, Tommie Turner, coach, and John Hina, hea
d coach. Third row, Cary
Miller, coach, Jon Alexander, manager, Robert Whitmer, Grettis Bumphis, Keith Ca
rtwright, Claude Johnson,
Stan Tharpe, Frank Gilliam, Mike Utley, Roy Richardson, Greg Garland, Jim Irby, Alvi
n Parham, Ken Perkins and
Rick Fisher, coach. Second row, George Bell, manager, Phillip 7_acheretti, Andy Ryan, Kerry
 Thompson, Randy
On, David Kennedy, Tim Garland, Jeff Oakley, Tim Lane, Brent Austin, Ronnie Rickman,
 Greg Vaughn, Lee
Miller and Matt Bartholomy, manager. Front row, Jerry Jones, Danny Richerson, David 
Cathey, Mark Vinson,
Barry Wells, Roger Grogan, Lindsey Hudspeth, Eddie Rollins, Darrell Foster, Donnie 
Winchester, Tony Bayless,
Richie Richardson, Brian Warner and Larry Watkins, manager.
Friday, Sept. 3rd, 8 p.m.
HOLLAND STADIUM






"Quality That Will Please"
619 So. 9th —753-5719
Murray, Ky.
Now
$ 169 $50 Off
THE GENIE MACHINE
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Cash Box Every Week
Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm — Sun.-Thurs





The Right Equipment For Your Needs
McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut 753-3062
MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT for Cars, Trucks I Tractors




Lim Stock of Foreign Cur Parts
O 753-4424INAPA 
AOC MAPLE








We re Behind You All The W I



















Bowling Green Daily News
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Jimmy Smith is alive
and doing fine — seven years
after doctors told him he
either would be a vegetable
the rest of his life, or he would
be dead.
Still embedded in Smith's
spine is the bullet which
severed his motor nerves,
leaving him paralyzed from
the hips down. He can't walk
but he can move his left leg a
little.
1 
Does he feel sorry for
himself? No, he's too involved
with his hobbies: working on
ntique clocks and gardening.
'They're the two most
important material things to
me," Smith said. "There ain't
many people who can fix
clocks, but I can."
He has 31 antique clocks,
including a Terry-Edwards
mantle steeple clock about 128
years old.
Smith, 48, started working
on tiock.s after his ak,ideitt. ft
occurred in April 1969 while he
was admiring a gun at a
friend's house. The weapon
discharged and if Smith had
been one inch further forward,
the slug would have'inissed his
spine.
"After I got hurt, I just got
two clocks alike. One worked
and one didn't. I worked on the
one that didn't. When I got to a
part of the clock that didn't
look like the one that wasn't
broken, I fixed it," he
explained.
Spiith farms between a L4 of
an acre and of an acre
which contains 18 different
kinds of fruits and vegetables.
Last summer his wife
MISS YOUR PAM!
Sebscribers else base wee
rec•ired buses
44Iva-el espy el Thu
therm Wier I Taos try
S:38 p.a. Ithealry-frkkey er
by 3:$8 pa. ea faterisys
are wiped to am 753-111‘
benne, 5:30 FAL wed
Meederfriley,
338 pas. wed 4p.. Satyr.
dwys. re Wore timbreiry ef
Ow newspaper. Cal Me
be plead by 4 pa. weeh.
days er 4 p.a. Seeirdays te
gesreatee delivery.
Virginia canned 900 quarts of
fruits and vegetables and this
year they're planning "at
least that much and more."
Visitors ta the two-bedroom
house are rewarded with
sacks of canned goods.
When Smith was ready to
leave the hospital in 1969, one
doctor suggested to Virginia
that maybe it would be better
if her husband were placed in
a Veteran's home, She
disagreed.
Doctors who treated Smith
the first time told him that if
he didn't get any feeling in his
legs within a year, he never
would.
Smith recalled that he
confided to a fellow patient, "I
am going to get my damn toe
to work." Smith won. The toe
works.
Before one of his five
operations, Smith was ap-
proached by a chaplain who
asked if he'd like to be prayed
for.
"Pray for her," Smith
"quipped, p011iting-to VIrgraa:
"She's the mean one."
Asked about his reaction to
the accident. Smith said.
"Well, I know one thing. It
knocked me out of a half a
day's work."
He still visits a Veterans
Administration hospital in
Nashville once every Si
months and he lives wan
constant pain.
But Virginia says this hasn't
changed her husband. "He's




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall has
issued a writ of election to the
sheriffs of six counties in the
14th state senatorial district,
calling for a special election to
be held Nov. 2.
The election is to nu the
unexpired term of state Sen.
William ' Gentry, D-
Bardstown, who resigned
March 19 to accept a post on
the state Public Service
Conunission.
The counties in the district
are Anderson, Boyle, Lame,
Marion, Nelson and
Washington.
Uncle ,Jeff's has a com-
plete selection of





















9 A.M. to 8 P.M.—Tuesday through Friday
9 A.M. to 5 P.M.—Saturday
1 to 5 P.M. Sundays Closed Mondays
Annual Pre-Inventory Sale
SAVE 25% to 70%
On All In Stock Merchandise
Save art with- me nride 9&_ •
revolving Charge at time of purclease
FURNITURE:
UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE: Sectionals, Sofas, Love
Seats, And Chairs by such famous makers as Fairfield,
Marimont, Henredon, Vanguard, Hibriten, Ficks-Reed,
Protege, Flair, Pearson.
SOFA BEDS: Save on all in stock sofa beds by Stearns &
Foster and Fairfield.
LEATHER FURNITURE: Sofa and Chairs by Fairfield,
Leather Craft, and Hibriten.
RECLINERS: Save 25% to 50% on recliners in stock by
Barcalounger, Burris, and Eterkline.
Sae, an additional 10% for Cash, or
Revolving Charge at time of purchase.
•
Save on Italian, French, Contemporary and other styles
in stock by Thotnasville, Hibriten, Henredon. Burlington




Save on all in stock quality mattresses and box springs
by Stearns & Foster.
BEDSPREADS & PILLOWS:
Save on a large selection of in stock beautiful bed-
spreads and decorator pillows by Nettle Creek.
Save an additional 107r for Cash, or
Revolving Chew sti time of purchase.
s
FREE DELIVERY
One of the many services McBride In-
teriors offers is free delivery within a
one hundred mile radius.
25% to 70% OFF
DINING GROUPS•
Traditional, Modern, Italian and French Provincial,
period groups, and many other styles of in stock dining
room groups by Thomasville, Hibriten, Henredon,
White, Stanley, Pulaski, Bernhardt, Flair.
LAMPS, PICTURES, ACCESSORIES
Save on all in stock lamps, pictures and accessories by
such famous makers as Rembrandt, La Barge,
Frederick Cooper, Remington, Wildwood.
411 Nal,* Final
Sore an additional 10% for Cash, or
Revolving Charge at time of Purchase
FREE
DECORMING ASSEFANCE
Professional decorating assistance is free
with purchase at McBride Interiors. If you
need help with color, fabric selection. cons:-
bining periods, or an entire room diagram.
we are here to assist ." 0111.
Odd selection of chinas, dressers, chests, lamp tables.
accent tables, cocktail tables, night stands, and head-
boards.
PATIO FURNITURE:
40% savings on patio furniture by Woodard. Groeflex.
and Caroliha forge





Ott All In Stock Fixture*
Choose from a large selection of crys-
tal, tiffati‘ or contemporary fixtures
and chandeliers.











Five students at Murray
State University have been




awards and two sophomores
for two-year awards.
LTC Johnnie Prichard,
professor of military science




Madisonville; Steven David of
Columbus, Ind.; and James
Russell of New Albany, Ind.,
freshment recipients of three-
year scholarships; and Lyle
Cayce of Princeton and Frank
A. Palkoska of Burbank, Ill.,
sophomore recipients of two-
year scholarships.
All of the scholarships,
which take effect with the
beginning of the fall semester,
include free tuition, textbooks,
and laboratory fees, in ad-
dition to a tax-free subsistence
allowance of $100 a month for
up to 10 months of each school
year.
Applicants were screened
by a board selected by
Prichard. Its choices were
sent to ROTC Region
Headquarters at Fort Knox
for approval. Selection
criteria included the students'
standing in academic studies
and military science courses,
wnpus and community ac-
tivities, and personal ob-
servations of members of the
screening board.
The board included Murray
State faculty, representatives
of the ROTC instructor group,





WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Senate Labor subcommittee
has approved a black lung
benefits reform package after
months of delay.
The legislation, which falls
short of demands by coal
miners, now goes to the full
Labor and Public Works
Committee for final action.
A United Mine Workers
union spokesman said an
effort will be made to
liberalize the subcommittee
version, approved Tuesday, in
the full committee.
The proposed package
allows the filing of no new
claims after 1981 and
automatically entitles a miner
to benefits only after 25 years




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
, The state attorney general's
office has advised that a
county clerk is not required




Asst. Atty. Gen. Charles
Runyon, replying to a query
by Jefferson County Com-
monwealth's Atty. David
Armstrong, said Kentucky
law empowers a county clerk,
instead of the fiscal court, to
purchase and receive election
supplies for the county.
Runyan said the clerk may
use competitive bidding if it is
practical, but that there is no
constitutional or statutory'
mandate requiring him to





















Roses Will Be Open
Labor Day from 9-9
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REGISTER FOR A FREE SWIVEL ROCKER TO BE
GIVEN AWAY FRI. NIGHT DURING OUR MOONLIGHT MADNESS SALE
PAGE II THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Yliersday, Sirproarkor 2, .?976
Rep. Hays Chooses Resignation As Only Way To Escape IN
WASHINGTON (APT — His
political power destroyed by
scandal, Wayne L. Hays chose
resignation from Congress as




The Ohio Democrat quit late
Wednesday after a two-day
effort by his aides to negotiate
an end to the ethics committee
investigation. The ethics panel
quickly terminated the probe
when Hays resigned.
Hays' resignation ended 28
years in Congress during
which he built his chair-
manship of the House
Administration Committee
into a pinnacle of legislative
power.
The power he wielded,k
sometimes with seeming
arregance, began to crumble
thrcit‘ months ago when the
payroll-sex charge by
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Capitol Hill scandal that in-
volved sex allegations against
half a dozen congressmen.
Sources close to the ethics
committee said one reason
Hays wanted to halt the
panel's inquiry was his con-
cern that the publicity and
lurid details would put too
much emotional pressure on
his wife, Pat.
House gpeaker Carl Albert
told newsmen after he
received Hays' re*griation
letter: "rthirik he aid it to
save his family." .
Hays' press secretary,
Carol Clawson, said earlier
this week that Mrs. Hays had
suffered emotional stress.
The resignation came two
days after the ethics com-
mittee voted to begin hearings
into the allegations that Hays
put Miss Ray on the payroll of
the Administration Com-
mittee, although she had little
to do other than provide him
with sex.
The ethics panel had said it
would continue with its plans
for hearings, despite a plea
that Hays was too mentally
depressetto defend himself.
Although the resignation
halted the ethics panel
hearings, it does not affect
federal grand jury and Justice
Department investigations of
the charge. But there have
been reports that those probes
are stalled because of a lack of







Lim, tam Rise Prices
11$ Is. I21b 753-0035
Hays' resignation was read
to the House about an hour
after being delivered to
Albert, but it produced no
visible reaction from the
congressmen present.
The ethics committee voted
to end its three-month-old
probe of the scandal on
grounds that Hays was no
longer a congressman and no
longer under the panel's
jurisdiction.
Committee chairman John
Flynt, D-Ga., said the panel
did not make a deal with Hays
to drop the probe in return for
his resignation. He declined to
answer when asked if the
inquiry had uncovered ad-
ditional MX allegations.
Washington Roundup
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Ford administration's $5.9-
billion arms package, the bulk
of which would go to Iran,
faces roadblocks in Congress
based on fear of an un-
controllable arms race in the
Persian Gulf and concern for
Israel's security. Calling the
United States the would-be
"arms pusher of the century,"
Sen. William Proxmire, D-
Wis., has pledged to introduce
resolutions to block most, if
not all, of the projected sales
to 10 countries before
Congress adjourns on Oct. 2.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Foi d and Atti. Gen.
Edward H. Levi are- can-
sidering whether to punish
FBI Director Clarence M.
Kelley for accepting gifts
from senior FBI officials.
Ford asked Levi on Wed-
nesday for a full report on the
situation, and Levi put his
staff to work preparing it.
Levi said he is reserving
judgment on whether Kelley
was wrong to accept the gifts,
until he reviews the staff
report. An FBI spokesman
said Kelley is "absolutely not"
considering resigning.
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Stay tuned for the Great
Debates, starring (in
alphabetical order) Jimmy
Carter and Gerald Ford, and
billed as the political spec-




agreed Wednesday to meet for
three nationally televised
debates, with the first live
confrontation scheduled for
Sept. 23, a Thursday. The
debates will be the first bet-
ween presidential candidates
since the clashes between
John F. Kennedy and Richard
M. Nixon in 1960.
Foreign
Roundup
SEOUL, South Korea ( AP)
— Representatives of the
United States and North
Korea scheduled another
meeting Friday after failing
today to wrap up an
agreement on arrangements
to prevent violence between
their forces in the Panmunjom
truce village. The secretaries
of the Korean Military
Armistice Commission have
been meeting daily since
Tuesday. They are discussing
North Korea's proposal that
its forces and those of the
United Nations Command be
separated physically by the
military demarcation line
which runs through the middle
of Panmunjom and the rest of
the demilitarized zone. Allied
sources said after Wed-
nesday's meeting that
agreement on major points
was near.
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa ( AP) — Prime Minister
John Vorster has rejected
Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger's criticism of South
Africa's racial policies, saying
"moral lessons and threats"
from outsiders will not in-
fluence his government. In a
statement three days before
he and Kissinger meet to
discuss racial tensions in
southern Africa's white-ruled
nations, Vorster said Wed-
nesday that South Africa
determines its own internal
and foreign policies and will






(AP) — Some delegates at the
Law of the Sea Conference
welcomed the U.S. offer to
help finance international
mining of the seabed in ex-
change for a guaranteed share
for American companies. But
1 they doubted agreement could
be reached before the current
session of the conference ends
Sept. 17. Secretary of State
'Henry A. Kissinger made the
" offer Wednegday in round-
table sessions with about 30
delegations, hoping to break
the conference deadlock that
has stalled progress toward a
comprehensive global treaty
covering use of the oceans.
DUBLIN, Ireland ( AP )
- The Irish parliament moved
on today to the second piece of
legislation in the govern-
ment's new campaign against
members of the outlawed Irish
Republican Army. The
-... emergency powers bill was
expected to reach a vote late
today and if approved to go
into effect next week. It would
empower police to hold
suspects for seven days
without charges instead of the
current two days. Declaration
of a state of emergency,
approved by Parliament
Wednesday, was the first step
in Prime Minister Liam
Cosgrave's anti-IRA program.
Gen. Francisco "Pancho"
Villa, a Mexican rebel leader,
was trapped and shot to death







The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board,
Murray, Kentucky, will receive bids from
General Contractors for the construction of
major additions to the existing hospital on the
ninth day of September 1976, in the board room
at 2:00 p. m., CDST, at which time the bids will
be publicly opened and read aloud.
The Project consists of about 73,000 square feet
of new construction as well as substantial
remodeling of the existing building.
Proposal forms, contract documents, in-
cluding plans and specifications are on file at the
office of Gresham & Kerr, John Keeling
Associates, 126 South Second Street, P. 0. Box
1251, Paducah, Kentucky 42001, telephone (502)
442-5439; and at the office of Biagi-Hannan &
Associates, 2221 15: Use Nay, P. 0. Box 1349,
Paducah. Kentucky 42001. telephone ( 5021 443-
8491; and at the office of Ted F. BWingtoo, Struc-
tural Engineer, 1203 Johnson Avenue, P. 0. Box
422, Murray, Kentucky 42071, telephone (502)
753-8050.
.Copies may be obtained by depositing 8100.00
with the Architect for each set so obtained. Full
refund when documents are returned in good
condition to the Architect within ten (10) days af-
ter bid opening. Documents are available on 12














A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder
or acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five
per cent (5%) of the bid shall be submitted with
each proposal. The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for satisfactory per-
formance and payment bond. Attention is called
to the fact that not less than minimum salaries
and wages, as set forth in the specifications,
must be paid on this preject.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any informalities in the bidding. No bid
shall be withdrawn for a period of forty-five (45)
days subsequent to the opening of bids without
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THERE WILL BE A
meeting of all interested
persons on September
11, 1976 at 10 a.m. at The
McCuiston Cemetery for
electing a trustee, and
concerning the upkeep
of the cemetery.
1ROFFLER OFMURRAY is proudto announce that







Don invites his for-
mer customers and
friends to call, 753-





Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,








AS OF SEPTEMBER 2,
1978 I the undersigned
will no longer be
responsible for any



















Steamer gets the dirt
other methods
, don't reach.
Add years to the life of your car
pet' Rent a Stearnex Its'as 
ple to use as a vacuurn Six Mows('
tets kodgetT-and lift out harmful
4round in dirt that cuts carpet life
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3 Card Of Thank'
THE ,FAMILY OF Mary
F.* Haneline wish to
express our ap-
preciation to our many
friends for their sym-
pathy and beautiful
flowers. We thank Mrs.
Ham Adams for her
beautiful songs and our
thanks to Max Churchill
and to Bro. Billy Turner
and Bro. Soloman for
their contorting words.
We know God called our
dearly beloved wife and
mother to be with him,





5 Lost And Found
LOST - DARK COLORED











Wayzata Blvd., Suite 132
. Minneapolis, MN 55426.
TOY PARTY DEMOS
needed. Our sample kits
are loaned, no in-
vestment, collecting or
delivery. Free supplies
and hostess gifts. House
of Lloyd, Inc. Write
Bemita Sipe, Route 1,
Box 225, Henry, Tenn.
36231. Phone (901) 243-*
4393.
TEMPORARY "nanny"
needed to care for two
year old in our home
while mother is fis
hospital this November.
Please call 753-5531 for
details or interview.
SITTER NEEDED for -
elderly lady at Hardin,
Ky.. 3:30 p.m. to 8:30














per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.








Box 188 Dept. 575
Albany, MO 64402.
WORK AT HOME in
spare time. Earn $250
per 1000 stuffing en-
velopes. For details
Send stamped, self-
addressed envelope to :
Terry Lane Enterprises,
P. 0. Box 289, Hobart,
Indiana 46342.
FARM HELP, no ex-
perience necessary.
Must be willing to work.
Call 498-8637 after 5 p.m.
BABYSITTER wanted,
evenings, my home.














Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
13. For Sale Or Trade
SIX ROOM and bath and
1-2 brick house, 10 acres
of Land, hog fence, large
pond, deep well, 40 x 40
garage, four out-
buildings, will trade for
Orman house in town.
Iran 436-5560.
14 Want To But
ANTED - good used
.: Minolta body. SR-T100
-1-, or SR-T101. Call Frank




in good condition. All
oeiectric preferred. Call
/53-8216 after 5.
15 Articles For Sale
R SALE Twin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 527-
11959.





ANTIQUE roll top desk,













complete. Gibson 22 cu.
ft. side by side
refrigerator-freezer.
Just like new. Call 753-
8552.






condition. $75. Call 753-
8500.
BEES for sale, new hive





colors can be installed
by amatuer. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.




14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon




and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
4x9 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,







$31114.00 Up. Floored, reedy I. use. Melee holm add-ons, patios,
carports, offices. lay the Best for Less CUSTOM-BUILT POR-
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114.
15. Articles For Sale
FEDDERS AIR con-
ditioner. 15,000 BTU.
About 1 year old. $175.
Call 767-4744.
CLEAN CARPETS the
save and safe way with
Blue . Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big




metal bed and mattress,







Individual, civic orgapization, grocery
or variety store to operate Christmas
tree lot on consignment. No investment
required, you furnish location - we
supply trees. Call (606) 257-1738, 8-5,
(606) 885 4448 after 5 or write P. 0. Box
11192, Lexington, Kentucky 40511
NAUGAHYDE living
room suite, roll-away













Good condition. Call 753-
4750.
FLORAL COUCH, good
condition. Must sell. Call
after 5 p.m. 753477.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2% miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple











226, like new. 75 yards
naughyde go with it.
Phone 436-5881.
STAFF NEEDED
The Western Kentucky Community Mental
Health Centers has an immediate need for a
Director for Program Planning and Evaluation.
Duties include directing program planning,
needs assessment. evaluation and grant
preparation with regard to mental health, men-
tal retardation and substance abuse services in
the Jackson Purchase. Minimal requirements
are a Master's degree with experience in the
behavioral or health sciences; a doctorate is
preferred. Salary is competitive in consideration
of training, experience and ability.
Apply to: Charles McAttinir, Ph.D.,
Executive Director
P.O. lox 1 502
1530 lase Oak Rood
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
19. Farm Equipment
FOR SALE or trade. B
Allis Chalmer belly
mower, blade, plow,
disc and cultivator. Call
753-7975.
1971 CHEVROLET
Tandem truck with 18 ft.
grain bed and twin hoist.
Phone 753-7180 or 489-
2300.
ONE ROW NEW Idea 309
corn picker. Call 753-
4432.
WANT TO BUY-mower
for Allis Chalmers "B".
Either belly-type or
blade type with brackets
and v-type pulley. Call
753-6977 after 7 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two




and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742,
NEW IDEA 2 row corn
picker. Call 753-5186.
1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed;










16 Fr. STEURY tri-hull
fiberglass boat. 60 h.p.
Johnson and Little Dude
trailer. Will sell or trade
for pickup truck. Call
436-2569.
14 FT. ALUMINUM v-
bottom boat with 18
horse Evinrude motor





BOYS 3 speed bike. Brand
new. Call 753-9579.
FtEMINGTON automatic
model 1100 venelated rib
barrel, 26" improved
cylinder, fired 50 times,
like new, Mec reloader,
no. 600. Phone 753-5388
after 5 p.m.




anchor, gas tank, 3
batteries. Fire ex-
tinguisher, registered in
1976. Can be seen at B-2





Used 2 years. Like new.
Call 753-1898.
SIGNET TROMBONE.






organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.
TWO SIGNET flutes with






USED FLUTE in ex-
cellent condition. Used
only 1 year. Call 753-
2347.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The












Don't milts this attractive 3 bedroom brick home
with patio, fenced yard, carport, wall-to-wall
carpeting, and built-in range. Well-landscaped
lot with many trees. Bargain priced at $26,900
BOYD-MAJORS Rohl* 1 Ilk Si
REAL ESTATE 44,7 134(0180





Plastic put under house.






732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.





regular 89.50, 48.50 Twin







rent. Also for sale one
red Irish pup. 4 months
old, 2 = new tires for
Datsun truck, new. Call
753-8861 or 753-9457 after
8 p.m.
26.TV Radio
23 CHANNEL CB radio,
Hy-Gain I, two weeks
old, with antenna. Phone
753-7639 after 5:00.
TAPE PLAYER Craig




CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.V.s. New 77
models on sale. Sisson's
T.V. Sales and Service,
Cuba, Ny. 382-2426. Open
Sundays.
RCA COLOR TV, good
condition $125.00 or best
offer. CcIl 753-5750.
21. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 Mobile home, gas.
Call 753-3239.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 753-0209.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
12 x 60 MOBILE HOME
on % acre. Three miles
East of Murray. Con-
venient location. Must
sell. Call 767-4792.
1973 12- x 70 three
bedroom, 1% baths,
carpet throughout,
central air, gas heat,
small equity and take





central heat and air,
underpinned, anchored,
20 ft. driveways, city
water, ½ acre lots with
trees, just like paying




32 Apartments For Rent
Fer teat
Efficiency opertmeirts for













753-5865 days or 753-
5108 after 6:00 p. m.
34 Houses For Rent
SPACIOUS MODERN 2
bedroom country home.
All electric central heat,
vacuum and_ air._ _Two










1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,'
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 75.3-
6275 or 753-7302.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 40,
air condition, $65.00 per
month. Call 489-2595.
MOBILE HOME SALES,
free rent for 12 months
For your hookup, near
Murray. Call 474-2230
31 Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE (Prof.




32. Apartments For Rent
EFFICIENCY Apart-
ment. Partial utilities
paid. Prefer girls- Call
753-9741 after 5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
house, 2 baths, 2
fireplaces. On water-
front lot. Call days 753-








city water, electric heat.
Couple, no pets
References. Available
September 15. Call 753-
7551.
36.For Rent Or lease
ALUMINUM BUILDING




408 South 4th, 753-7333.
30 x 60 BUILDING for
rent. Gas heat, excellent






ST. BERNARD pup, 12
weeks old and St.
Bernard dog, 2 years..
Both female, and both
registered. Call 1-247-
3398.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
Small gentle pony. Call
436-5467.
SHIH-TZU, male 9 weeks
old. Call 753-8215.
HIDDEN VALLEY
Kennels offers for sale 3
month old male Great
Dane. Cropped and
shots. Also grooming
and boarding. Call 435-
4481.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE, Friday and














415 South 8th Street
Lots of items.
HALF PRICE sale,
Saturday 8-4 p. m. 13th
and Main. All sizes back
to school clothing, shoes,
1.00 or less. Dresser, $25,
couch $15, grill, $10.
41.Public Sales
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale in Aurora, Sattir-




and 1971 AMX Classic
power air, bucket seats.
Four in floor, lady
driver only. Across from
Hitching Post, watch for
signs.
CARPORT SALE,
Saturday 8 a.m. Boys
clothing and shoes,
womens clothing and
lots of odds and ends.
Two miles North of
Murray on 641.
BIG THREE family yard
sale. September 4-6,
Saturday-Monday. All
days. 119 South Highway
to New Concord, Ky. on
left see arrow sign.
GARAGE SALE - 903
Fairlane Drive,
Saturday 8-3. All size
clothing, some fur-
niture, electric grill,




and Monday. 211 South






THIS is a farm with a
high potential of return.
45 acres of land located
on the Tucker-Garland
Road only minutes from
Murray. About 25 acres
are in soybeans this
year. The balance of the
land is wooded with
some marketable
timber. The house is
well built. The extra size
well is suitable for
commercial purposes.
See or call Oatman
Farley of John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
753-9775 to see this
property.





Across from Post Office.
DO vOU WANT to live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of ...these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Cedarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Gay Spann
Realty to get all d,etails
about these beautifully
wooded lots priced from
$1690, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.
SHARP is the word for
this immaculate 3
bedroom, 2 bath home in
Bagwell Manor. Has









yard, front and back.






5341.000. 20 acres with good
concrete block stock here
end 2 peed. sTeckwi with
fish). Neese is Midi 3 er 4
hr lease OW 1/2 baths.
Leaded melt ef Lynn
Greve. Owes, leaving.
kinking= offer.
$35,010. it saes with ap-
proximately 28 tillable
acres. Weeded ores amid
Is cleared. Steck here mod
pond. OW hem is Swabia.
Smell of Lyon Grave. Good
level crop Mod.
$35,000. 45 WPM with 25
acres of good bottom laid.
3 BR frame be.. bus hem
remodeled. kocksiles stock
We, tobacco We mad
ether eirtheidngs. Located
mirth of Lynn Greve.
$32,000. 50 owes op-
prexisesitely 3 miles oust of
Hwy. 94 ea Hwy. 732. Tim
her hes mot bees art la over
25 years. Needs te he
clamed op. Owner doesn't
med. Mao am offer.
$10,1180. 4 sem arm city
limits. limitifelly len-
dumped. White roll fence
armed hoiWing she. Well.
dog. Sisal hers idol for
horses en ponies needs






located only Smiles west
of Murray. Excellent
location and fine home
on over two acres of




kitchen, utility room, 2%
baths, and attached 2-
car garage. Contact
Kopperud Realty, 753-







Aurora. 1/2 mile from




HOUSE ON NORTH 7th







408 S. 4th Phone 753-7333.
ON SCENIC DRIVE in
Keniana Shores, nice 3
bedroom home with
cedar siding, large lot,
good year around living,
near Ky. Lake, only
$19,500. Fulton Young
Realty, 468 S. 4th 753-
7333.
TWO NEW THREE
bedroom brick homes in
Lynnwood Estates,
central heat and air,
wall to wall carpeting,
city water, 2 miles SE of 
Murrayon 121 Highway.
Fulton Young Realty,
408S. 4th, 753-7333. •
IN PANORAMA
SHORES, 3 lots 90 x 120
on Panoran.a Drive,
very nice building lots.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 S. 4th, 753-7333.
KENTUCKY LAKE
AREA. Woodland
acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit tile
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
SOLID OPPORTUNITY
THE TREMENDOUS BOOM IN CO RADIOS ALONG
WITH THE HIGH LOSS DUE TO THEFT HAS CREATED
A READY MADE MARKET FOR OUR EXCITING AND
DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS. YOU WILL SERVICE COM-
PANY ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTS - BEGIN FULL OR
PART TIME - NO SELLING REQUIRED - THIS IS
BY FAR THE GREATEST SALES OFFERING AVAILABLE
TODAY. INVESTIGATE THIS SOLID INVESTMENT NOW
WHILE THERE IS STILL AN OPENING IN YOUR AREA
WRITE GIVING NAME. ADDRESS, AND PHONE
NUMBER TO
MARKET IXRECTOR, 35011 GREENVILLE AVE.
SUITE 2, DALLAS, TEXAS 75206





'Annual meetifig to be held
DATE: Monday, Sept. 13, 1976
TIME: 7:00 p.m.
WHERE: Colonial House Smorgasbord
Please come by the Co-Op Store and pick up your





For information call Kaye Taylor, 753-6329
before noon and after 9 p. m.
PAINTING
Residential-Commercial Interior-Exterior Spray-Brush-Roll
In Shop, Spraying of yard furniture-shutters-etc.
Parking Lot Striping
We are Fully Insured
No Job too large or too small
FREE ESTIMATES



















































lot and house. 13th and
Story. Call 753-3018.
NEW LISTING - Very
neat 3 bedroom, 11 bath
brick ranch home just
West of city limits.
Home has central heat






in low 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 to see this fine
home.
44. Lots foi Sale
WE HAVE BEAUTIFUL





Shores, 641 South. If you
need a farm check with
us. Fulton Young
Realty, 408 S. 4th, 753-
73.
TEN ACRES LOCATED
ON 641 South and Peggy
Ann Drive, Ideal for
future development.
Fulton Young Realty,
408 S. 4th, 753-7333.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
$995.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
45. Farms For Sale
37 ACRE FARM with
farm house. 30 acres in
beans. Call 436-2266.
SMALL FARM ON 641.
Call 753-6940.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
house with carport on 1





bedroom homes, at edge
of city. On city water,
sewer, paved streets,
central air and heat, lots
of wall paper. Quality in
every way. See to
believe. Price mid 20's.
Call 753-3672.
FOUR BEDROOM brick,




in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home, den,
utility room, shade trees
on 1 acre. Close to
shopping center and
town. Call 753-0154.
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination.
Good location. Call 753-
8673.
REDUCED !! Sub-
division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 1% baths. Central





This Saturday night, 6 p. m at Henry Auc-
tion House Henry, Tenn. This week we hove






Five bedroom, 2 bath home in Kirksey on large
tree-shaded lot. Large garden area, several out-
buildings and now priced at only $16,500. Phone
George Gallagher or Bill Kopperud for an ap-
pointment to see this fine home.
®KOPPERUD
REALTY m





Hwy. 641-N, Murray, Ky.
Will sell to the highest bidder!
TRUCKS: 1-69 International Scout, 2-
69 GMC pick-ups, 2-68 GMC pick-ups, 1-
68 Chevy pick-up, 1-69 Chevy pick-up,
1-70 -Chevy pict-up, 1-70 Chevy 1-ton'
with dual wheels, 1-71 Ford pick-up
with electrician's bed, 4-speed, air con-
ditioning and power steering, 1-75
Blazer.
AUTOS: 1-74 Dodge Dart custom 4-
door with automatic transmission, air
conditioning,'. power steering, 2-73
Chevy Impalas 4-door hard top with
automatic transmission, air-
conditioning and power steering.
MOTORCYCLES. 1-72 CB 350 Honda,
1-73 CB 350 Honda, 1-73 CB 500 Honda.
PLUS: 8-10.00x20 Truek tires, several




In case of role auction wM be held following Schram,.
Not responsible for accidents on premises
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE
with kitchen appliances,
city water, gas or
electric heat, lot 120
250 located on 641 High-
way near Almo. Full
price $5,500. Fulton






Extra large 2 car garage








on a quiet street.
Beautiful backyard with
chain link fence, very
economical to heat.
Price $23,500. Fulton
Young Realty, 408S. 4th,
753-7333.
BY OWNER attractive 4
bedroom home on larga.
corner lot, 1710
Magnolia Dr., call 753-
-7853.
47. Motorcycles
1973 HONDA CL 350,
Excellent condition.




paidt job. Will sell
reasonably. Call 753-
5245.
1975 HONDA 400F, 3400
miles. Make offer. Must
sell. Call 753-8445 after 5.
KAWASAKI 175. Paint
rough but runs good.
$175. Call 753-2263.
1972 HONDA 350.
- Excellent condition. Call
after 6 p.m. 437-4198.
48 Automotive Service




BLACK E-T MAGS, fits










$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax, E78x14",
$18.25 plus 2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78x15", $21.99




Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus FE Tax.
6180x14" er.rt", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax. '
Mix 14 " or 15", $30.46







A - 44.69-FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15", $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. HR78x15",







700x15" 6 ply, $24.36 plus
82.83 FE Tax. 750x16" 8
ply $31.23 plus $3.59 FE
Tax. Traction type 4 ply
G78x15", $21.04 plus
$2.58 FE Tax or
H78x15", $22.58 plus
$2.80 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
ply $28.27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 750x16" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tar'
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.





dstone Brown, 350 CI, 4
speed. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-9499 after
5 p.m. '
1972 MONTE CARLO,
like new. Local car. Call
753-2636.
1972 CHEVROLET trs ton
pickup. Call days 753-
4751 or night 753-3447.
1970 MAVERICK, $850.
Call 753-0745.
1974 L2 TON Chevrolet
fleetside pickup. 27000
miles. Call 753-9322 after
1 p.m.
1971 V. W. new tires, good
condition. Call 436-5459
after 5 p.m.
1967 JEEP Commando, 4
wheel drive, V-6 engine.
Needs some body work
and paint. $1050. Call
753-2263.
1974 CADILLAC Coupe
De Ville, low mileage,
loaded with extras, one
owner local car. Extra
Nice. Call 753-2347.
BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
ANTIQUE
HOUSEHOLD AUCTION
Saturday, Sept. 4 10:00 A.M. 302 East Broadway
Mayfield, Kentucky at Orrice (Bub) McReynold's home
Selling drop leaf table and 6 chairs, 5 ft. clock
(Sessions), antique walnut wardrobe with
beautiful mirror, walnut smoking cabinet, 4 ice
cream chairs, organ stool, depression glass all
colors, Carnival, press, pattern, Fostoria, etched
stem ware, sets of nice old China, 122 carat
gold), odd flowered bowls, Ironstone bowl and
pitcher, Hull and Rose pottery, brass bells, Red
Riding Hood picture, Gold leaf, walnut and pic-
ture frames, Blue back speller, McGuffey's
reader, oil lamp, gas, flat and charcoal irons,
beehive twine holder, butter mold, dishes,
preserves stands, tea, dinner and wash kettles,
dough trays, old car vase, split baskets, coffee
mill, old grcipery scales, bee smoker, wicker
ware, tools, anvil, dinner bell, vise, possibly a







"VAN GET 50 EXCITED OVER THI,9
POLITICAL HOOPLA. /My VOTE 15 GOING
TO CANCEL. YOURS OUT.'
49 Used Cars & Trucks 49. Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DATSUN 510 station 1970 GREMLIN. Black
wagon. A-1 condition, with red strips $900.00






1972 POIARA, 4 door,
hardtop, power steering








Prix model J. Extra
clean and good with new





SHARP 1972 Capri. Gets
good gas mileage. Call
753-6602.
1976 COBRA n Mustang.
Less than 6,000 miles.
Lots of extras. Call 753-
8501.
NICE 1973 Gremlin X. V-
8, power brakes and




11500 or best offer. Call
753-4340.
1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed,




1965 VALIANT, 4 door,
slant 6 engine, push
button automatic, power
steering and air, good
condition. $350. Calll 753-
9189 or 753-8124, after 5.
1976 MONTE CARLO.
Silver with burgandy top
and Interior. Bucket
seats plus all extras.




restored. One of the best
in the South Firm price
$7,500. Also one new 1976
Cadillac Eldro, con-
vertible. See Bob Cook,
Hazel, Ky.
1955 INTERNATIONAL




1970 MONTE CARLO SS.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0570 between 6 and
10.
1966 MUSTANG, 4 speed,
yellow good condition.
Be great for first car.
Call 753-3751. •
1976 CHEVROLET I ton




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904







work in Baywood, HAVING TROUBLE
Panorama Shores area, getting those small
White rock delivered, plumbing jobs done?













interior, new and old










work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.




and dirt. Call 4374533,








DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backf Wing.





Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
ELECTROLUX SALES




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing














gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753.2310 for







' -Xtruction CO: Rdate 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ngIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
arid wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. -Mark Riley -
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WILL CUT tobacco. Have
full crew. Call 753-4730.
K AND H Repair Center.












and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.
EXPERIENCED
' babysitter wanting to
keep children- in my
home. Phone 753-6550.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.








INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling'





WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and „ Wilson put
aluminum siding and







and seal coating. For








ficient service. NO job





doors. Paver tile and




rates. Call Tom Ryan,
753-3673.
WOULD LIKE to keep








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
THREE TOPPING and 
,Ekt3i direct and save on
tree removal. Call 753- all mattresses,,
- Heltopedic or foam.6477.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323,
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 10 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2294.
PIANO TUNING Sep-









Call 753-6827 or 753-9618.
1111=111111
FREE BIRD dog Setter
pups. Six weeks old. Call
753-5121 after 5 p.m.
FREE - four puppies, 10
weeks old. One male, 3
females. Will be small
dogs when grown. Also 1
solid brown male dog. Is




The Calloway County Board of Education is
requesting bids on new 1976 model pickup truck.
A copy of the specifications may be obtained at
the Board's office on College Farm Road. All
bids must be in the Board's office not later than
12:00 Noon, September 9, 1976.
The Calloway County Board of Education
reserves the right to reject any or all bids.
AUCTION
COMING UP . . .
REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL ITEMS
LABOR DAY WEEKEND
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4TH, 10 AM
AND
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH, 10AM
CORNER MEADOW UNE AND DUDLEY DRIVE
TURN EAST OFF SOUTH 16TH ON DUDLEY, GO 1 BLOCK
SALE 10 SETTLE DR ESTATE Of THE LATE TREWS AND DOROTHY MEHL
NOUSE
Almost new brick house on large double corner lot. Nice outbuilding. Fen-
ced in backyard with nice trees and throbs. Paved drive. 3 Bedrooms, 2 baths,
large living room and family room, cedar closets, kitchen - dinette with lots of
cabinets, utility, 2 car garage, central heat and air, P.A. sound system in every
room.
FURNITURE
The best name brands, like new. Drexel, Ethan Allen, Davis, Heritage and
other. Queen Ann sofa -2 living room suits -3 bedroom suits, 1 twin, 2 doubles -
odd chairs - rockers - dining room suit with high cane back chairs - buffet -2
glass door china cabinets, 5 and 6 ft. - antique desk - rosewood curio cabinet -
matching end tables - lots of small tables - stereo console - a TV in every room -
large pictures and mirrors - electric sewing machine - brass fire set - side by
side refrigerator-freezer combination - other refrigtsrator - matching washer
and dryer - lots more small appliances - radios - clocks - closets filled with
linens and drapes - the largest collection of glass and china ever - etched crystal
- cut glass - carnival - limited number edition china - lots of trinkets, table after
table of it - lamps with lead crystal prisms - other lamps of all kinds - sterling
silver of all kinds. It would be impossible to itemize all of it. Large collection of
old books, some first editions or near to. The outbuilding and garage piled full of
collector items, tools of all descriptions. Arien riding mower - large and small
push mowers - roto tiller - edgers - ladders - piles of bumping and painting and
shop tools - garden tools -3 wheel bicycle - exercise machine - saws - drills -
grinders - laundry stove - wrought iron lawn furniture - driftwood - flower pots.
jars-
SPECIAL
28 Inch Life Like Doll
1975 Ford LTD Brougham, rest than seoe actual
2-22 Single Shot Rifles
12 Gauge Double Barrell Hammerless Remington Shotgun
This advertisement does not do justice to the merchandise. Terms on Reel Estate
20% down on sale date, balance on receipt of deed
For Information Call
CHESTER AND MILLER AUCTION SERVICE
IN CHARGE Of SALE 435-4128
LYNN GROVE, KENTUCKY OR
OWEN BILLINGTON, BROKER SPONSOR - 753-4151
Tools, eollector items in garage and outbuildings Wong with some from Mosso will
sell Saturday, September 4th. Car Seills et 12 Noon Sharp.
Monday, September 6th, firnaters, Gloss, Mae end Appliances sell. Nouse sob et
11 Noon Sharp.
ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE DAY Of SALE TARE PRECEDENCE OVER PRINEED MATilli
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I -Deaths and, Funerals I
Services On Friday
For Joe E. Pace
The funeral services for Joe
E. Pace will be held Friday at
two p. m. at the Hardin
Church of Christ, where he
was a member, with Bro. Don
Kester and Bro. Willis Green
officiating. Burial will be in
the Pace Cemetery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home until
ten a. m. on Friday when the
body will be taken to the
church.
Mr. Pace, age 76, died
Tuesday at 8:10 a. m. in an
automobile accident on High-
way 80 in Hardin. He was with
the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association
until his retirement in March
1965.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Burks Pace, Hardin;
one son, Dr. Joe E. Pace, Jr.,
and one grandchild,
Tallahassee, Fla.; three
sisters, Mrs. Flo Richard,
Paducah, Mrs. Winnie Cooper,
Medesta, Calif., and Mrs.
Virginia Clark, Kirksey; two
brothers, Wayne, Hardin, and




The funeral for Leonard
Won) O'Bryan of Hardin
Route One will be held Friday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, ,with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Burial will
be in the Maple Springs
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. O'Bryan, age 89, died
Tutliday at 2:45 p. m. He was a
member of the Olive Baptist
Church and Hardin-Berkley
Lodge No. 567 FdrAM.
Survivors are his wife, MrS.
Pearl O'Bryan, Hardin Route
One; three daughters, Mrs.
Woodrow Burkhart, Benton
Route Two, Mrs. Connie
Norwood, Hardin Route One,
and Mrs. Corene Paris,
Ferndale, Mich.; four sons,
John and B. L of Detroit,
Mich., Langston of Hardin
Route One, and Louis of
Benton Route Five; two
stepdaughters, Mrs. Muriel
Ellison of Murray Route Two
and Mrs. Gracie Edwards of





Prices at stork at local stove at moos
EDT, todsy, tortustool tease Ledger &
Times by First at lalcalass. Corp., at
barmy. 'revs diem
Heublein Inc. 51/4 +NS
McDonalds Corp . 561/4 +1/4
Ponderosa Systems 11%
Kimbesiy Clark 31% -4-46
Union Carbide 14%
W.R. Grace 21it -4-vo
Texaco 27 mc




Jim Waiters 31% -Vs
Kirsch. 15% +%
Disney 50% UDC
Franklin Mint 331/4 -4-$4
Prim of stab at local introit at .4.4
today funisbed 10 10. Lodger lb Dress by
1 M. SWIM Co or.., lollows
Industrial Avg  + .91
Alto 321/4 -V%
Amer. Motors 41/ +1/4
Ashland Oil WI unc
AT&T  50% +1/4
Ford 05% -Vs
Gen. Dynamcis 51/4 +%
Geo. Motors 61944 one
Gen. Tire   21% +%
Goodrich  351/4 -1/4














Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
356.2, down 0.1.
Below dam 302.1, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 356.2,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.1, up 0.4.
Sunset 7:26, Sunrise 6: 28.
R. E. Whitford Is
Dead At Age 58;
Funeral on Friday
Robert Earl Whitford, a
resident of Dover, Tenn., died
Wednesday at two a.m, at the
Veterans Administration
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was 58 years of age and a
brother of Max Whitford of
Murray who died three years
ago. The deceased, a retired
farmer, was a veteran of
World War II, a member of the
VFW Post at Dover, Tenn.,
and a member of Iron
Mountain Ledge No. 544 Free
and Accepted Masons.
Born July 1, 1918, in Stewart
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Robert Lee Whit-
ford and Gertrude Reed
Whitford. He is survived by
two brothers, R. L. )Rusty)
Whitford and Eugene Whit-
ford, libth of Clarksville,
Tenn., four nieces, and five
aephews.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p.m. at the
Anglin Memorial Chapel,
Dover, Tenn., with Rev. Joe
Moore officiating. Nephews
will serve as pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Stewart
County Memorial Gardens,
Dover, Tenn., with full
military honors.
Friends may call at the






announced that classes will
begin on Wednesday, Sep-
tember 8.
The three year old group
will meet from 9:00-11:15 on
Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. The four year old
group will meet from 12:15-
2:30 on the same days.
There are still several
openings in each group. For
information call Jane Denbow




Memorial services for the
Union Ridge Cemetery will be
held Sunday, September 5, at
the Union Ridge Baptist
Church with Rev. Heyward
Roberts preaching at eleven
a.m. following Sunday School
at ten a.m.
A basket dinner will be
served at noon followed by
gospel singing featuring the
Century Singers and other
local groups.
All persons interested in the
upkeep of the cemetery are
urged to attend, a spokesman
said.
Music Show Will
Be Held At Hardin
The weekly country music
show will be held at the Hardin
Senior Citizens Center on
Saturday, September 4, at
eight p.m.
Both Sides Of Busing Issue
Pleased After Opening Day
WORKSHOP ROLE-PLAYING — Instructors in a Parent Effectiveness
Training Workshop at Murray State University go through a role-playing
exercise during a session attended by Bureau for Social Service workers of
the Kentucky Department of Human Resources. Shown are Mike Vagpino
(with microphone) as he demonstrates one of the skills and Coin&
Halstead (kneeling), both of Kansas City, Mo. The workshop was conducted
Monday and Tuesday and repeated Wednesday and Thursday as a joint
project of the state agency and the Center for Regional Services and the
Division of Social work at Murray State. The focus of the training attended
by about 220 state workers was on effective communication and the
resolution of conflict between parent and child.
Family Grocery Bill Only Two
Per Cent High Than Year Ago
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Decreases in the amount
paid to farmers for their cattle
and hogs brought lower meat
prices to consumers during
August, putting the family
grocery bill at a level only 2
per cent higher than it was a
year ago, an Associated Press
marketbasket survey shows.
The declines were offset
slightly by increases in the
cost of some dairy products,
including butter and eggs.
Once again, the price on the
supermarket shelf followed
the trend at the farm level.
The AP drew up a random
list of 15 commonly purchased
food and nonfood items,
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1, 1973 and has
rechecked the same store on
or about the start of each
succeeding month.
Among the latest findings:
—The marketbasket bill
decreased during August at
the checklist store in 11 cities,
dropping an average of 2.7 per
cent. The bill increased at the
checklist store in Chicago and
Salt Lake City, up an average
of 1.7 per cent. Over-all, the
bill at the start of September
was 2 per cent lower than it
was a month earlier.
—The situation over the first
eight months of the year was
mixed. The marketbasket bill
increased at the checklist
store in six cities, up an
average of 2.4 per cent, and
decreased in seven cities,
down an average of 2.9 per
cent. Over-all, the market-
basket bill at the checklist
store was down a fraction of a
Senate Must Decide
On Salary Increase
WASHINGTON ( AP) — It is
now up to the Senate to decide
whether senators,
congressmen and other
members of the upper strata
of the federal government
should accept pay raises in the
home stretch' of a national
election year.
Members of . thezliouse of
representativeyttost of them
in the midst' of re-election
canipaigns:decided on a 325 to
75 vote Wednesday that they
roily don't need election year
` Featured guests will include,' pay hikes. And, in a surprise
_the Travelers, Teresa Pitt,
Daniel Pritchett, and-Mickey
Reed.
Admission will be $1.50 for




A dance will be held at the
Murray Moose Lodge this
Saturday night featuring
"Wolfman and the Pack."
All Moose members are
invited to attend the dance









move, the House also decided
the election year salary in-
creases should be denied to
senators, federal judges and
high executive officials.
The pay raise for the
lawmakers and high-level
officials would be automatic
as of Oct. 1 under usual
procedure. If members of the
House and Senate take their
automatic pay raises their
Rev., Mrs, Myers
At New Concord
Rev. and Mrs. Richard
Myers of New Albany, Ind.,
will be the special guest
speakers at the services at
eleven a.m. and six p.m. on
Sunday, September 5, at the
New Concord United Pk-
tecostal Church.
The church is located on
Highway 444 at New Concord.
The pastor, Rev. W. L. Melton,
invites the public to attend.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 2. 1976
Kentucky Purctuis$ Area Hog Market
Report Includes 71tuying Stations
Receipts: Act. 414 Evt, 700 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows mostly 50-1.00
higher
US 1-2 211)-230 lbs. $42.75-43.00
US 1-3 200-340 lb. $42.50-42.73
US 2-1 NO-300 $41 75-41.50
US 3-4 190-3110 lbs $40.75-41.75
Sows
US 1-2270,250 lb.
US 1,3 300450 lb.
US 1,3 410450 lb.




salaries would rise from
$44,600 a year to about $46,740
a year.
The House voted against the
pay; raises by adding an
aMenciment to the bill that
provides money to run
Congress and its related
agencies. The House then
passed the $780-million
measure.
The bill now goes to the
Senate.
per cent from the first of the
year.
—Comparing prices now
with those 12 months earlier,
the AP survey showed the
marketbasket bill increased
at the checklist store in 11
cities and decreased in two.
The over-all rise was 2 per
cent.
—The price of a pound of
center-cut pork chops dropped
in August at the checklist
store in 11 cities, down an
average of 2 per cent. The
USDA. in its latest report on
farm prices, said the price
farmers get for hogs dropped
$5.10 per 100 pounds in the
month ended Aug. 15.
-Chopped chuck, which has
been dropping for several
months, declined again at the
checklist store in four cities
and was unchanged in six
cities. The price paid to far-
mers for their cattle dropped
70 cents per 100 pounds in the
July 15 to Aug. 15 period.
Farmers have been
complaining that they are
losing money on their animals
— even though the cost of corn
used for feed has been
decreasing. The USDA says
retailers and processors are
not passing all of the savings
from lower farm prices on to
consumers.
—Higher prices paid to
dairy farmers were passed on
to consumers. The cost of a
dozen eggs went up at the.
checklist store in nine cities. A





























LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Both sides of the school busing
controversy say they are
pleased that the first day of
the second year of court or-
dered desegregation busing
passed without incident.
-From what I've heard to
this point, I'm delighted," said
U.S. Dist. Judge James F.




Gordon was in his chambers
Wednesday when the news
came that first day at-
tendance was high despite a
three-day boycott called by
antibusing forces.
Bill Kellerman, president of
Citizens Against Busing and
one of the boycott leaders, felt
the first day of school -went
pretty much like I thought it
would."
Attendance Wednesday was
94,548 — about 20,000 pupils
below the projected
enrollment of 116,881, Assoc.
Supt. Dave Espin said The
figures were in marked
contrast to those of last year,
when only 55,000 Of a projected
134,000 pupil enrollment
showed up for clacises.
At least part of thetecline in
enrollment this year is e to
white flight, school offici
said.
Under a revised busing plan
issued by Gordon, some 2,000
more pupils are being bused
this year — or 20,000 com-
pared with 18,000 last year.
The buses rolled alone this
year, without the police
escorts and on board guards
present in 1975 — although
unmarked police patrols were
evident in areas near the
schools.
Kellerman attributed the
change in mood to new tactics
on' the part of busing op-
ponents. He said busing foes
are becoming "more and
more political, they're
choosing up candidates, they
realize they're not going to
beat this overnight or in the
streets.
However,- no injuries were
reported and as dawn edged
over the Louisville skyline, a
tense calm prevailed.
School officials were op-
timistic of a good omen. "The
attitude of teachers, staff,
parents and students is really
good and I certainly feel op-
timistic," said Supt. Ernest
Grayson. " . . it's hard to
compare with last year."-
Police used tear gas to
disperse an unruly crowd of
demonstrators who blocked
Preston Highway Tuesday
night. Chanting their op-
position to busing, the
demonstrators — who at one
int numbered more than
1 — hurled bottles and
rocksatpolice and set several
small fires.
"People are going to be a
little more sneaky," said
Kellerman. He predicted
more incidents of "nighttime
violence, more of 1110
vigilante-type action like they
had in Boston last year."
"We're going to have to beat
it at the polls:" said Keller-
man.
He added that violence
around the schools — with the
exception of an incident
Tuesday night near Southern
High School in which six
Persons were arrested — has
declined because "people
aren't going to take the fool*





Legislation to exempt a




Senate approval Wednesday. -
Legislators said the action
followed an outOouring of
protests, including many from
Kentucky.
The Senate also passed an
amendment proposed by U.S-
Sen. Walter "Dee" Hud
dleston, D-Ky., to fur the
specify lands that would be
free of the controls.
it's true that Rudy's serves the bes -food at the best prices you
will find any where.
Friday & Saturday, Sept. 3rd & 4th from 4 p. m. til
closing
32 oz. Sirloin For Two
with large tossed salad
choice of potato Texas toast
$599
Only
Beginning Friday morning, Sept. 3rd running through the entire month we will
feed you breakfast cheaper than you can eat at home.
-
I
2 Eggs, 3 Strips of Bacon or 2 Sausage patties, hot
biscuits or toast 8 milk gravy with all fresh brewed
coffee you want.
2 Eggs, Hickory Smoked & Aged Coun-
try Horn, hot biscuts and redeye gravy
with all the fresh brewed coffee you
want
*1.60
Al! the Hot Cakes you can eat served
with butter 8 maple syrup with on the
fresh brewed coffee you want
$1.10
Court Square Rudy's Restaurant 753-3295
Get those bills
off your back.






IPI LW Air Coster, Merry,






There's no need to let stacks of
bills make your spirits sag. Not
when there's money available to
clean them all up. We've got it ...
and we want to lend it. So just
hoof it on over to the Good News
















83,500 690.41 65,424.60 60 1880
e S6.5°0 6124.41 $7,464.60 60 12.74
17,500 $169.41 $10,164.80 00 12.61
